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In the latter half of the 1800's, Vermont congressman Justin Smith Morrill saw a need for a new model for higher education. President Abraham Lincoln agreed, signing the Land-Grant College Act of 1862 or the “Morrill Act,” establishing land-grant universities. These institutions ushered in an era of higher education aimed at lifting an entirely new class of citizens toward the American Dream.

From this foundation, the story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma's territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (OAMC) in Payne County. OAMC's first students assembled for class on Dec. 14, 1891, even though there weren't any buildings, books or curriculum. The college's first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie donated by four local homesteaders. The college's first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

OSU grew rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by an enrollment surge and the “Veteran's Village” on the northwest edge of campus. The mid-1940s were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling, and the NCAA championship in basketball. Coaches and players from that era are sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

By the 1950s, the college had grown substantially. In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU built academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988 to create the OSU Center for Health Sciences, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999. Under the leadership of Burns Hargis, OSU's 18th president, the university saw record enrollment and fundraising. OSU raised more than $2.2 billion in private support during Hargis’ 13 years as president. OSU welcomed the six largest freshmen classes in school history in 2012, 2015, 2017, 2018, 2019 and again in 2021. In 2022, multiple enrollment records were broken, including a new record for the largest freshman class.

Visitors to the campus often marvel at its beauty and architecture. Much of the credit goes to legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. During his tenure, OSU President Burns Hargis guided unprecedented construction that made OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. In October 2019, OSU opened The McKnight Center for the Performing Arts with a performance from the New York Philharmonic. The Greenwood School of Music connects to the McKnight Center and opened in fall 2021. Construction is underway on a new teaching, research and Extension facility for OSU Agriculture. The New Frontiers Agricultural Hall embodies OSU's land-grant mission and will elevate the important work completed on campus and throughout the OSU system.

OSU alumna Kayse Shrum was named the 19th president of Oklahoma State University and took over the role on July 1, 2021. She previously served as president and dean of the OSU Center for Health Sciences. Dr. Shrum is the first woman to lead the university, and since she has taken office, Shrum has spearheaded university-level institutes that are interdisciplinary, integrated and agile including the Hamm Institute for American Energy at Oklahoma State University; the Oklahoma Aerospace Institute for Research and Education; and the Counter-UAS Center for Excellence — a partnership aimed at strengthening national defense — and the Human Performance and Nutrition Research Institute. She also launched a far-reaching and deliberate plan for the future of OSU. The strategy was revealed in October 2022, with a goal for OSU to be THE preeminent land-grant university. It includes measurable and audacious goals, designed to meet the needs of students, parents and Oklahoma’s workforce.

Today, OSU has 35,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its Extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. Rooted in our land-grant tradition and united by the Cowboy Code, OSU’s teaching, research, Extension and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
Class of 2023,

Well done!

You have reached an important milestone — one that required grit, determination and commitment. The entire Cowboy family is proud of you.

As you begin your journey beyond our great university, always remain guided by the Cowboy Code. It will help you achieve great things, and you will never be afraid of a challenge. It will inspire you to always dream big, and to remember that if your dreams don’t scare you just a little, then you’re not dreaming big enough.

You now join thousands of others who are proud to be called OSU alumni. Because of the education and inspiration received at this university, OSU graduates make lasting impacts on both those around them and around the world, and I am confident you will too.

We cannot wait to see what you accomplish in the years to come, and I am delighted to recognize you and your accomplishments at our commencement ceremonies. After the ceremony closes, keep the momentum going. Set goals, make plans and march toward your next goal.

Congratulations, and Go Pokes!

Sincerely,

Dr. Kayse Shrum
President, Oklahoma State University
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To the Class of 2023,

On behalf of the Oklahoma State University Alumni Association and OSU graduates around the globe, I would like to welcome you to the alumni family!

Earning your degree from OSU is something to be extremely proud of under normal circumstances, but as you’re well aware, the past few years have been anything but normal. As the Cowboy Code says, we finish what we start. You have persevered and proven that being a Cowboy isn’t in our clothes; it’s in our character.

It’s important to remember your time as a Cowboy is really just beginning, and that’s why the Alumni Association is here. I encourage you to connect with us before leaving campus by downloading the Orange Connection app and reviewing the section for new graduates. Within the app, you can also learn about the best way to remain connected to your alma mater – membership in the Alumni Association.

We help new graduates secure employment, connect them with chapters of alumni throughout the nation and keep them informed on what’s happening back at OSU in Stillwater. We also have virtual programming for alumni and fans, and we hope you’ll take advantage of all of these great benefits wherever your journey takes you.

Congratulations again on this tremendous accomplishment. We look forward to serving you for many years to come.

Go Pokes!

Dr. Ann Caine, ’98 – Life Member Plus President, OSU Alumni Association
Alma Mater Hymn of Oklahoma State University
Words by Robert McCulloh, ‘49

Proud and immortal, Bright shines your name;
Oklahoma State, We herald your fame.
Ever you’ll find us loyal and true,
To our Alma Mater, O. S. U.

• • • • • •

Oklahoma
Written by Oscar Hammerstein II
Music by Richard Rodgers

Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain,
And the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet
When the wind comes right behind the rain.
Oklahoma, ev’ry night my honey lamb and I
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky
We know we belong to the land
And the land we belong to is grand!
And when we say -Yeeow! A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine, Oklahoma!
Oklahoma - O.K.

Friday Afternoon, May 12, 2023

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE CEREMONY

College of Veterinary Medicine Hooding Ceremony
Friday, May 12, 2023

GRADUATE CEREMONY

Presiding
Sheryl Tucker, Oklahoma State University Vice Provost and Graduate College Dean

Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” .................................................. Elgar

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................. Key

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ....................................... Rodgers and Hammerstein

Introduction of Special Guests
Sheryl Tucker, Vice Provost and Dean

Remarks
Rebecca Sheehan, Graduate Council Vice Chair and Associate Professor of Geography

Conferral of Degrees
Kayse Shrum, President, Oklahoma State University

Honorary Commencement Marshal Recognition

Recognition of Degree Candidates
Kevin Voss, Professor of Marketing and International Business (west podium)
Nathan Horton, Visiting Assistant Professor of English (east podium)

Closing Remarks
Sheryl Tucker, Vice Provost and Dean
Kayse Shrum, President

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ................................................................. McCulloh

Closing Music
“OSU Fight Song”

Sign Language Interpreter
Cameron Davison-Cheek

Musicians
Aaron Alimena, Soloist
Megan Barth Argo, Pianist
Kennedy Conrad, Soloist
McKenzie Graves, Soloist
Rishi Malhotra, Soloist
Hayley Steele, Soloist
HONORARY GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

The Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshal recognition is the highest honor bestowed on Doctoral and Master’s degree graduates at commencement. Marshals have demonstrated scholarly achievement, as evidenced by academic performance and discipline-appropriate scholarly contributions that capture the essence of our land-grant mission. We congratulate the following students on this outstanding achievement.

**Hannah Marie Baker**  
Master of Science in Agricultural Economics  
Research Mentor: Dr. Hannah Shear  
Ferguson College of Agriculture

**Antigone Jane Burke**  
Master of Science in Natural Resource Ecology and Management  
Research Mentor: Dr. Bryan Murray  
Ferguson College of Agriculture

**Angelika Sita Ouedraogo**  
Doctor of Philosophy in Biosystems Engineering  
Research Mentors: Dr. Ajay Kumar  
College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology

**Karl Strecke**  
Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering  
Research Mentor: Dr. John O’Hara  
College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology
Saturday, May 13, 2023

Undergraduate Ceremonies

Presiding
Kayse Shrum, President, Oklahoma State University

Platform Party Processional
Oklahoma State University Pipes & Drums Band
William Tetrick, Pipe Major

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................. Key

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ....................................................... Rodgers and Hammerstein

Introduction of Special Guests
Kayse Shrum, President

Greetings from the Board of Regents
Jarold Callahan, Chair

Greetings from the Faculty Council
Ki Cole
Chair of the General Faculty
Associate Professor, Physiological Sciences

Greetings from the Student Government Association
Riley Pritzlaff, Immediate Past President

Commencement Speaker
Denny Kellington

Special Recognition

Conferral of Degrees
First Ceremony
Ferguson College of Agriculture
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Second Ceremony
Spears School of Business

Third Ceremony
College of Arts and Sciences

Fourth Ceremony
College of Education and Human Sciences
Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ........................................................................................................ McCulloh

Closing Music
“OSU Fight Song”

Recessional - Platform Party

Recessional - Students

Sign Language Interpreter
Margaret Newman

Musicians
Aaron Alimena, Soloist
Megan Barth Argo, Pianist
Kennedy Conrad, Soloist
McKenzie Graves, Soloist
Rishi Malhotra, Soloist
Hayley Steele, Soloist
College Orange Gown Recipients

The following outstanding undergraduate students have been chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon and serve as representatives of the graduates during the undergraduate commencement ceremony. These students are uniquely recognized with an honorary orange cap and gown.

College of Arts and Sciences

**Jacquelyn Karlie Harsha**
Bachelor of Science, Geography
Bachelor of Science, Geospatial Information Science
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

College of Education and Human Sciences

**Jessica Cortez**
Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences, Human Development and Family Science
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

**Sarah Christine Bishop**
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management
Plano, Texas

Ferguson College of Agriculture

**Kaitlin Grace Taylor**
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Animal Science
Bachelor of Science, Political Science
Milton, Tennessee

Spears School of Business

**Abby Peyton Allison**
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Management
Frisco, Texas
The following Spring 2023 candidates won a prestigious national scholarship during their OSU undergraduate studies:

**Grant William Currier**
Fulbright Scholar
College of Arts and Sciences
  Doctor of Philosophy,
    English
Stow, Ohio

**Sarah D. Kirk**
Fulbright Scholar
College of Arts and Sciences
  Bachelor of Arts,
    History
Tulsa, Oklahoma

**Abigail Lyn Lesnick**
Fulbright Scholar
College of Arts and Sciences
  Bachelor of Arts,
    Global Studies
Earlham, Iowa
HONORS COLLEGE DEGREE CANDIDATES

The following students are spring degree candidates for the Honors College Degree. This degree requires a minimum of 36 honors credit hours, completion of the General Honors Award and the Departmental or College Honors Award, and earning OSU and cumulative grade-point averages of at least 3.50 at the time of degree completion.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
William Clayton Anderson • English
Ellyn Caroline Brashear • English
Jerret Dane Carpenter • Philosophy
Jacquelyn Karlie Harsha • Spanish
Sarah D. Kirk • History
Brianna Marie Lucas • Global Studies
Joseph Hunter Roberts • English
Blake Walker Whorton • History

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Jackson Thomas Fussell • Music Education

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Gabrielle Alanis Barber • Plant Biology
Collin Charles Bazzell • Mathematics
Abigail M. Bellatti • Psychology
Torie Lashelle Cayton • Physiology
Kaitlyn Elise Cotton • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Alexandria Paige Courtney • Biochemistry
Rachel Eliebeth Crittell • Chemistry
Cole Benjamin Davenport • Political Science
John Harford Dorton IV • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Landon Scott Edwards • Psychology
Mary J. Erdmann • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Abby Forster • Sports Media
Carlyl Monet Guthrie • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Saylor Faith Hampton • Physiology
Reece Ashley Harrel • Computer Science
Brooke Taylor Howell • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Crest Matheaus Koemel • Chemistry
Kate N. Kouplen • Biology
Amber Elizabeth Main • Physiology
Brannon Keyes Maravich • Physiology
Anahi Montes • Psychology
Carson G. Rainbolt • Biology
Hannah Jane Rath • Psychology
Ishani Ray • Chemistry
Bailey Suzanne Robertson • Biology
Mary Yer Vang • Communication Sciences and Disorders

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Hannah Elizabeth Biles • Applied Exercise Science
Rebekah Frances Harris • Aerospace Administration and Operations
Katy Elizabeth Whitt  •  Applied Exercise Science
Mia Corrin Young  •  Applied Exercise Science

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Bachelor of Architectural Engineering
Kyler Aidan Carney

Bachelor of Architecture
Emily Sarah Tran

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Andrew Highland Acupan
Kyler Curtis Bridenstine
Jack Milton Buss II
Benjamin Burton Fishback
Killian R. Kane
Carson Bryn Kelly
Mary Grace Lammes
Collin Jacob Wycoff

Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
Rio Blayne Bonham
Kelly Marie Lewis

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
Connor James Allen
Ashley Marie Bauer
Roger Riley Dunham
Rylie Alexandra Farr
Sarah Elizabeth Foy
Luke Hans Michael Henke
Alyson Marie Kain
Jacob Knepler
Lindsey Jean Lewellen
Matthew Lucas Linna
Adam Monroe McBride
Anna Riley McIntosh
Evan Joseph Mills
Karley Nicole White
Aubrey Elizabeth Wolfe

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Emily Sloane Johnston
Lela Katherine Merkel

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Isabell Elaine Cook
Max Anton DeSantis

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Max Anton DeSantis
John Anthony Doudican IV
Sahir Sajjad Virani

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
Michael Andrew Kubicki  •  Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management
Keaton Marie Carter
Cameron Bailey Groenteman
Caitlin Raine Mantooth
Lauren Michele Millis
Jeffrey R. Stockel

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Hayden Christine Hilst
Carinna Rene Marling
Jase Wyatt Pippenger

Ferguson College of Agriculture
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Isabelle Sarah Gonzales • Environmental Science
Breiya Mae Madison • Animal Science
Mary V. Parnell • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Natalee Taite Richardson • Animal Science

Spears School of Business
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Abby Peyton Allison • Management
Adam Christopher Bedow • Entrepreneurship
George Drummond Evans • Economics
George Drummond Evans • Finance
Trevor Ryan Fogleman • Economics
Alyvea Claire Sloan • Economics
Sierra Rayne Steelman • Management Information Systems
Trevor Kight Woodburn • Finance
The OSU Alumni Association and Oklahoma State University recognizes outstanding seniors annually. The Outstanding Senior Award recognizes students who have excelled in scholarship, leadership and service to campus and community and have brought distinction to Oklahoma State University.

**Alexandria Lake Bias**  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Science, Political Science  
Orlando, Florida

**Aubrey Elizabeth Wolfe**  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering  
Tulsa, Oklahoma

**Bree Ann Kisling**  
Ferguson College of Agriculture  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Agricultural Communications  
Enid, Oklahoma

**Emily Katherine Garrett**  
Ferguson College of Agriculture  
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, Agricultural Communications  
Kingfisher, Oklahoma

**Emily Sarah Tran**  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Bachelor of Architecture  
Carrollton, Texas

**Jacquelyn Karlie Harsha**  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Spanish  
Bachelor of Science, Geography/Geospatial Science  
Information Systems  
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

**Jerret Dane Carpenter**  
Ferguson College of Agriculture  
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Natural Resources Ecology and Management  
College of Arts and Sciences  
Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy  
Poteau, Oklahoma

**Jessica Cortez**  
College of Education and Human Sciences  
Bachelor of Science, Human Development and Family Science  
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma

**Kallie LaNell Clifton**  
Ferguson College of Agriculture  
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Agribusiness  
Soper, Oklahoma

**Keaton Marie Carter**  
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology  
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering  
Stillwater, Oklahoma

**Kimberly Nicole Burns**  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, International Business/Marketing  
Pilot Point, Texas

**Kyla Ellis Woodbridge**  
Spears School of Business  
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Hospitality and Tourism Management  
Edmond, Oklahoma
Madelyn Anne Gerken
Ferguson College of Agriculture
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources,
Animal Science
Cashion, Oklahoma

Manoj Gurudeep Jagadeesh
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science,
Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Stillwater, Oklahoma

Morgyn Niyah Wynne
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science,
Strategic Communications
Roseville, California

Rio Blayne Bonham
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
Tishomingo, Oklahoma

Sarah Elizabeth Ziehme
College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Science,
Psychology
Edmond, Oklahoma

Emily Sloane Johnston
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Tanner Wyatt Taylor
Ferguson College of Agriculture
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources,
Agricultural Education
Vinita, Oklahoma

John Traber Smithson
Ferguson College of Agriculture
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources,
Agribusiness
Enid, Oklahoma

Whitney Leigh Walker
Ferguson College of Agriculture
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources,
Agricultural Leadership
Prairie Grove, Arkansas
Denny Kellington, MA, ATC
Assistant Athletic Trainer, Buffalo Bills

Denny Kellington grew up in Midwest City, Oklahoma, and received a Bachelor of Science degree from Oklahoma State University in December 2000. During his time at OSU, he was an active member of the athletic training program, devoting his early years to learning and gaining as much experience as possible from all his mentors at OSU.

Upon completion of his undergraduate degree from what was then known as the College of Education, Kellington went on to spend a full season with the Denver Broncos organization, followed by a job as an assistant athletic trainer with the Amsterdam Admirals of the NFL Europe League in 2002.

He then performed his graduate work at Ohio State University, obtaining a master's degree in sport and exercise studies. Kellington chose to remain in Columbus, Ohio, upon graduation, serving as an athletic trainer and patient care coordinator with the Ohio Center for Orthopedic Excellence, which allowed him to grow as a professional outside the realm of athletics.

In 2005, Kellington left Columbus to work as an assistant athletic trainer at Syracuse University. He also had the opportunity to serve as adjunct professor, teaching undergraduate students in the exercise science department. During this time, Kellington was able to grow even more as a professional and eventually assume the position as head football athletic trainer in 2011. After 12 years at Syracuse, Kellington moved west to Buffalo, New York, to work as the assistant athletic trainer with the Buffalo Bills organization, where he is currently.

Outside of his professional experience, Kellington served on the New York Athletic Trainers Association and Atlantic Coast Conference Sports Medicine Association as both an educator and committee member. He has presented on a variety of topics around the country ranging from case studies to emergency preparedness. Kellington is also an active member of Professional Football Athletic Trainers Society (PFATS), volunteering for the PFATS vendor show committee. Recently, PFATS honored Kellington and his fellow staff members with the 2023 PFATS Presidents Award.

Kellington was an integral member of the medical team that saved Bills safety Damar Hamlin during a Monday Night Football game in Cincinnati on Jan. 2, 2023. After Hamlin went into cardiac arrest, Kellington and the medical staff took quick action, performed CPR and prevented a tragic outcome. Given the incredible job done by the entire Bills sports medicine team, there has been a spotlight cast on the entire industry. This has caused an increase in conversations about CPR/AED training and an interest in the athletic training career path. The medical staff has also been recognized by the Bills and across the NFL for their heroic actions to save Hamlin’s life.

On March 29, New York Gov. Kathy Hochul awarded Kellington and the entire Buffalo Bills medical staff with the Executive Chamber - Special Citation. Additionally, the New York State Senate and Assembly awarded the group a Legislation Resolution.

Kellington has received multiple awards for his service as an athletic trainer but is most proud of his beautiful wife, Jennifer, and their two amazing children, Sydney and Bryton.
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

GRADUATE COLLEGE
Sheryl A. Tucker, Vice Provost and Dean

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Grant Mitchell Boyd • Applied Educational Studies
Morgan Hunter Clarke • Applied Educational Studies
Natalie Nanette Clegg • Applied Educational Studies
William Price Doty • School Administration
Dianna P. Humphrey • School Administration
Courtney A. Miller • School Administration
Lora G. Reavis • School Administration
Trent J. Swanson • School Administration

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Anna Jeanne Wise • Applied Educational Studies

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Alla Eddine Acheli • Civil Engineering
Majid Akhgar Farsani • Industrial Engineering and Management
Sanmi Emmanuel Alake • Nutritional Sciences
Haider Ali • Economics
Mostafa Amini • Business Administration
Victor Andreev • Plant Science
Mehdi Ansari Hadipour • Industrial Engineering and Management
Jati Ariati • Educational Psychology
Renissa Renee Arnold • Counseling Psychology
S M Faqruddin Ali Azam • Mathematics
Bardia Batala • Business Administration
Matthew R. Beck • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Andrew J. Bowman • Business Administration
Rebecca Brings • English
Joan L. Brown • Education
Talia C. Brown-Wiebelt • Counseling Psychology
Birch Forest Bryant • Mathematics
Michael Paul Burns • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Yan Cao • Business Administration
Adam Christian Cartisano • Mathematics
Hiba Mehreen Cheema • School Psychology
Byunggi Choi • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Christopher Daniel Clark • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Chelsea Corinne Cody • Counseling Psychology
Grant William Currier • English
Dhruba Das • Sociology
Morgan Leigh Denzer • Food Science
Mark Steven Difruscio • English
Weston Trey Durham • Counseling Psychology
Robyn Jodie Edwards • Education
Dillon Joseph Federici • Counseling Psychology
Olivia Megean Fleming • Sociology
Kelli Anna Freeman • School Psychology
Taylor Jacob Garcia • Animal Science
Noehma Garcia Castaneda • Business Administration
Sara Elizabeth Gilbert • English
Sean Alan Gile • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Khalid Majeed Haji Omar • Geology
Christopher William Hamm • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Erin Walsh Healey • School Psychology
Eunhye K. Hess • English
Tu Jung Hung • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Olubukola Adedotun Ishola • Geology
Teresa Diane Jackson • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Amir Hossein Javid • Civil Engineering
Sunggun Jeon • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Zuqiang Ke • Computer Science
Bryant Henry Keirns • Nutritional Sciences
Whitney Anne Kerutis • English
Charles Edward Kirtley • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Rachel Lynn Elizabeth Klammer • English
Sai Tharan Kotikalapudi • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Darron Uniel Desha Lamkin • Education
Abraham Juseok Lee • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Choonghyoung Lee • Business Administration
Brian Chenault Leininger • Physics
Emily Rachel Loethen • School Psychology
Ryan Matthew Loy • Agricultural Economics
Deepali Luthra • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Kane Parker Mach • Educational Psychology
Minho Maeng • English
Emily Morgan Maixner • School Psychology
Kristian E. Marshall • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Cassidy Minx • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Joyce Komakech Nabisaalu • Business Administration
Benjamin Norman Nelson • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Grace Flusche Ogden • Soil Science
Cheyanne Marie Olson • Environmental Science
Brian Garret O’Neill • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Hyunjin Park • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nikita Ramakrishnan • Counseling Psychology
Bridget Louise Rebek • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Remigius Ward Recchia • English
James P. Ruetz • Business Administration
Babu Ram Sankhi • Physics
Justin Scott • Integrative Biology
JoCarol Elizabeth Shields • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Kumar Shrestha • Plant Science
Madison Elizabeth Stout • Psychology
Kyong Sik Sung • Business Administration
Amy LaVera Miyoko Ives Takebe • English
Nicole Kalynn Turner • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Brian Daniel Webb • Business Administration
Jennifer Danielle Weston • Human Development and Family Science
Travis O. White • Curriculum Studies
Nishani Maheshika Wijesekera • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Andreya Michelle Williams • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Hyjein Yu • Business Administration
Biting Zhou • Statistics
Summer 2023 Candidates

Samantha Marie Addante • Psychology
Saroj Adhikari • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Marcella A. Beaumont • Counseling Psychology
Christina E. Biedny • Agricultural Economics
Juhi Chaturvedi • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Clark Mathieu Cunningham • Petroleum Engineering
Sudhir Doranga • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Delaney Shannon Dunn • Psychology
Margaret E. Garcia Gill • Animal Science
Rebecca Lynne Graham • Counseling Psychology
Lulu Guo • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Sasha Hope Hanrahan • Curriculum Studies
Jared Allen Harshman • Animal Science
Robin Paige Holly • Curriculum Studies
Natalie Glyn Keirns • Psychology
Yuxuan Li • Industrial Engineering and Management
Tharika Nirmani Liyanapathirannehelage • Chemistry
Marcel Lopes Dos Santos • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Brittany N. Mays • Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Fernando Antonio Monteiro Christoph D'Andrea • Business Administration
Thanh Duc Nguyen • Business Administration
Can Olgun • Business Administration
Angelika Sita Ouedraogo • Biosystems Engineering
Nathan James Proudman • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Jennifer Lee Pulliam • Education
Fernanda Ramirez Saenz • Geography
Delanie Kay Roberts • Psychology
Nicole Marie Ruppe • Psychology
Blake Carroll Savage • Counseling Psychology
Meghan Drew Sealey • Statistics
Tisheng Shan • Entomology
Martha Renée Sibley • Sociology
Miruthula Tamil Selvan • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Hesam Teymouri Athar • Business Administration
Evan Van De Wall • Physics
Barrett Carter Williams • Counseling Psychology
Trevor Comte Wilson • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Amal Harun S. Yahya • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology

Specialist in Education

Spring 2023 Candidates

Walter R. Howell IV • Education
Courtney A. Miller • Education
Kena Marica Schroeder • Language, Literacy and Culture Education

Master of Agriculture

Spring 2023 Candidates

Jacob M. Base • General Agriculture
Alexa Denise Cabral • General Agriculture
Christian Todd Cummings • General Agriculture
Lacey Ann Desserault • International Agriculture
Elizabeth Marie Jones • International Agriculture
Sarah Naomi Kearns • General Agriculture
Jack Ryan Long • General Agriculture
Gavin B. McReynolds • General Agriculture
Blaine Allen Red • General Agriculture  
Laura Ruiz • General Agriculture  
Gretchen Marie Skaja • General Agriculture  
Emily Shaye Smith • International Agriculture  
Gavin Nicholas Stika • General Agriculture  
Jakob Aaron Uribe • General Agriculture  
Hailey Rose Viars • International Agriculture

MASTER OF ARTS

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES  
Amanda Lynn Ainsworth • Social Foundations of Education  
Agustus Marshall Bensinger • Philosophy  
Theo Camp • Philosophy  
Jorge L. Chavez Enriquez, Jr. • History  
Nathan Joseph Johnson • History  
Hannah Marie Keeter • English  
Md Maniruzzaman Mamun • Political Science  
Meredith Melton McKinnon • Political Science  
Ahmed Nasiru • Political Science  
Makenzie M. Newton • Political Science  
Claire Elyse Patton • History  
Garret Wayde Rask • Political Science  
Tanes Rianglaem • Political Science  
Abida Sultana • Political Science  
Laura Michelle Vaca Moreno • Political Science  
Melle Van Duijn • Philosophy  

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES  
Megan A. Orr • Art History  
Vinita K. Williams • Art History

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES  
Zachary Kyle Arrick  
Adam Eugene Beene  
Brandon James Blackwell  
Kaitlin Leann Brown  
Meshika Anna-Kay Brown-Stewart  
Benjamin J. Burchard  
Matthew Todd Camp  
Cassidie Leigh Cargill  
Bradford Dean Cary  
Connor Robert Cass  
Somya Sunil Chaturvedi  
Joe Christopher  
Chad Michael Claude  
Stephen Roy Collins  
Landon Gaines Dickey  
Michael George Douglas  
Jeremy Jordan Dozier  
Joshua Ernest Draeger  
Alexander Joseph Eddy  
Miguel Filgueiras Soares Ferraz  
Allison Anne Flanders  
Alejandro Armando Garcia Montiel, Sr.  
Kiamars Ruhollah Golmoradi  
Daniel Lopez Gonzalez  
Jessica Taryn Helt  
Christopher Randall Hjorth  
Zachary Burford Holland  
Gavin David Holsworth  
Md Dalowar Hossain  
Joseph J. Howard  
Preston L. Johnson  
Gaurav Karki  
Armando Brian Kraynick  
Micah Kahre Lankford  
James Newell Lavenue  
Qi Li  
Stephen Philip Liuzza  
Lauren Mackiewicz  
Christopher Paul McPherson  
Alexandra L. Miller  
Jennifer Lynn Moczygemba  
Alexander James Price  
Andrew Pulsipher  
Frederick Rath  
Peyton Hope Boling Reddick  
Kassadi Click Rinehart  
Kevin William Rodin  
Justin Martin Roye
Sandy Samuel          Michael Daniel Troxell
Nicolau Santos         Honey Douachee Vang
Russell James Schafer  Hilary Erin Watson
Josiah Nation Schwarz  Emma Lauren Whitaker
Jerry Alan Simonsen, Jr. Taylor Mayne Williams Busque
Charles Evan Smith     Paul Jonathan Wilson
Nicholas C. Stawinski  Muhammad Zakaria
Anu Aska Thomas

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Brian A. Alexitch         Riley Paul McDonald
Robert Alexander Becerra   Reed Mcdonough Stallsmith
Jenny Bentley             Ariel Bridget Stephenson
Caden Andrew Edwards      Kaylee Elizabeth Weigand
Kimberly Ann Garcia       Jesse Ryan Wood

MASTER OF ENGINEERING

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Ryan McMillan Vaughan • Electrical Engineering
Gray Daniel Williams • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Daniel Andrade Amaral • Creative Writing
Sophie Lee Ezzell • Creative Writing
April Heng Lim • Creative Writing
Maura Louise Smith • Creative Writing

MASTER OF MUSIC

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Hope Kathryne Ayers      Samantha Mae Kerns
Benjamin Alan Grief      Sean Matthew O’Pry
Nicholas June Han        Rodrigo Zafani Quintana

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Melanie Lee Norris Carrell Robyn Nicole McLaren
Mason Blake Emert         Cydnee Morgan
Allison Mae Garrett       Colby J. Reed
Amanda Marie Lewis        Stevany D. Saxon
Michelle Diane Loveless   Kaitlan B. Weston

MASTER OF SCIENCE

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Rafae Muhammad Abdullah • Business Analytics and Data Science
Lauren Candace Acuna • Mass Communications
Katherine Elizabeth Adams • Educational Technology
Hani M. Aden • Human Development and Family Science
Kalbe Abbas Asgarali Agharia • Business Analytics and Data Science
MD Suman Ahammed • Industrial Engineering and Management
Rabia Ahuja • Plant Biology
Calvin Job Ainsworth • Physics
Daniel Tony Al-Khouri • Environmental Science
Shawn Michael Flanagan Allen • Health and Human Performance
Thomas Jacob Almasy • Educational Leadership Studies
Ali Mohsin Almohsin • Engineering Technology
Srikar Amara • Computer Science
Naveen Are • Computer Science
Mary Elizabeth Arena • Counseling
Sarthak Arora • Business Analytics and Data Science
Robin Marie Baack • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Rebekah Grace Babu • Civil Engineering
Samuel Derickson Bacon • Animal Science
Anahita Badkoubeh Hezaveh • Global Studies
Piotr Russell Baidas • Environmental Science
Hannah Marie Baker • Agricultural Economics
Allan Jess Mejia Balcita • Engineering and Technology Management
Dipta Banik • Quantitative Finance
Brianna Lynn Bartaczewicz • Health and Human Performance
Sarah Elizabeth Bartlett • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Emily Kate Battershell • Educational Technology
Grace Avalon Baxter • Agricultural Economics
Sydney J. Bellah • Human Development and Family Science
Divine Louise Bennett • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jeremy Daniel Bertels • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Erica Danielle Besch • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ryan Wendell Best • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Kaelyn Anne Betz • Counseling
Gowtham Varma Bhupathiraju • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jude Garrett Birkenholz • Plant Biology
Moumita Biswas • Chemical Engineering
Rahul Bitla • Computer Science
Amanda Beth Blomgren • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Raja Ranjan Bobba • Business Analytics and Data Science
Chitra Boorla • Management Information Systems
Kodjo Opoku Botchway • Business Analytics and Data Science
Wendi Michelle Bowen • Human Development and Family Science
Christian Dalton Branch • Civil Engineering
Alexander Cowan Breitling • Educational Leadership Studies
Chevonese Shellaine Brown • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Dametria Rochelle Brown • Human Development and Family Science
Jenna Rose Bryant • Agricultural Economics
Caitlin Claire Bullard • Psychology
Alexander Chase Burkdoll • Engineering and Technology Management
Antigone Jane Burke • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Brittany Anne Burlison • Business Analytics and Data Science
Skylar Candice Burzinski • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Landon Pierce Butler • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Zackery James Bycko • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Rebecka Shanell Cammon • Business Analytics and Data Science
Brenna Ashnt Cannon • Plant and Soil Sciences
Daniel Alexis Carrera Lopez • Entomology and Plant Pathology
William K. Carter • Health and Human Performance
Darren Rogers Cartwright • Management Information Systems
Kealy Ariella Casey • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Braden Cooper Cassity • Interdisciplinary Studies
Adwait Ajit Chabukswar • Industrial Engineering and Management
Matthew J. Charles • Leisure Studies
Juhi Chaturvedi • Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Noreen Tsitsi Chihora • Business Analytics and Data Science
Sai Koushik Reddy Chityala • Computer Science
Markayla A. Clayton • Educational Leadership Studies
Kristina Marie Harwell • Agricultural Economics
Hannah Hunter Hawkesworth • Agricultural Communications
Colburn Christine Helppie-Schmieder • Aviation and Space
Brandon Ernesto Henriquez • Entomology and Plant Pathology
Riley Anne Herman • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Nathan Philip Herndon • Chemistry
Amanda Navodani Hewa Maithreege • Plant Biology
Kristina Marie Higdon • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Kyleigh Caybe Hilburn • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Colton David Holmes • Educational Leadership Studies
Taylor Elizabeth Holmquest • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Byron Matthew Holzberger • Counseling
Emallee Elizabeth Hough • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Caitlin Huggins • Mass Communications
Camren L. Hughes • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Breanna Ra’Cole Hurd • Counseling
Logan Allen Hutto • Aviation and Space
Farhan Istiaque • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kugbeme Gaius Isumonah • Sociology
Megha Jamloki • Computer Science
Noah Ardell Jewell • Food Science
Michael Wayne Johnson • Global Studies
Sarah E. Johnson • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Laura Danielle Johnston • Nutritional Sciences
Shelby Lin Joiner • Counseling
Patricia Jolly • Educational Technology
Adrienne Lillian Jones • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Kaitlyn Isabelle Joy • Environmental Science
Devin Michael Jurko • Engineering Technology
Bala Jithender Kakumanu • Industrial Engineering and Management
Deekshitha Kallem • Computer Science
Eleanor Lucette Kallo • Counseling
McKenzie Kendall Kalsu • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Riley C. Kaltenbacher • Counseling
Rachel Ann Kane • Counseling
Neeraj Kankani • Business Analytics and Data Science
Mamie Katherine Kannoon • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Nikitha Karnati • Management Information Systems
Hemal Keerthipati Sumanth • Industrial Engineering and Management
Joshua Kenneth Keltz • Geology
Kyle Wakefield Kentner • Computer Science
Ty Lynn Ketchum • Management Information Systems
Jade Kewa Klediger • Information Assurance
Byoungtae Kim • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Madison Shea Kirkpatrick • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Detra Gail Klawer • Educational Leadership Studies
Sarik Koirala • Business Analytics and Data Science
Amani Kolli • Business Analytics and Data Science
Nicholas J. Korff • Counseling
Amarnath Kotagiri • Computer Science
Srinivas Mrityunjaya Kotamraju • Business Analytics and Data Science
Srinivas Pramodh Kotipalli • Business Analytics and Data Science
Patti Jo Krausert • Business Analytics and Data Science
Ryan William Kroeger • Environmental Science
Prathamesh Ravikant Kulkarni • Business Analytics and Data Science
Priya Darshini Kumar • Counseling
McKenzie Lee Kysar • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Keerthana Lagisetty • Management Information Systems
Ata Larijani • Management Information Systems
Jeffery Lynn Lee • Aviation and Space
Kelli Nicole Leech • Mass Communications
Lexie Eryn Lenderman • Mass Communications
Preston Gray Lewis • Business Analytics and Data Science
Bryce Benjamin Lindsey • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Elizabeth Agee Lipscomb • Geology
Meghna Lnu • Management Information Systems
Daniel Robert Logue • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Nathan Lee Lovelace • Accounting
Megan N. Lowrie • Nutritional Sciences
Guofan Luo • Applied Statistics
Jill Kristine Macchiaverna • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Chaitanya Madisetty • Computer Science
Anirudh Mahajan • Computer Science
Eshan Kumer Maitra • Petroleum Engineering
Alexander Michael Manco • Engineering and Technology Management
Sushma Reddy Mandhadapu • Business Analytics and Data Science
Anand Manivannan • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jennifer Leann Mansell • Educational Psychology
James Lehman Marquit • Health and Human Performance
Daniel Enrique Marroquin • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Loren Ray Marshall • Counseling
Tejaswi Maruthi • Business Analytics and Data Science
Rishma Mathew • Business Analytics
Taylor Michelle Matlock • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jayme Elizabeth McCarty • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kristin Leigh McClung • Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Samantha A. McCormack • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Turner Mark McCoy • Engineering Technology
Brittany Danielle McCulloch • Mass Communications
Sydney Michelle McDaniel • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Mikayla Alice McKenna • International Agriculture
Sarah Nicole McNutt • Health and Human Performance
Alyssa Ann McQuiston • Agricultural Education
Dylan Conor Mehsling • Nutritional Sciences
Aknasha Mehta • Business Analytics and Data Science
Allison Marie Meier • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Casey H. Melli • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Kimberly Joyce Tullos Meints • Educational Leadership Studies
Joshua Gunnar Melvin • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Taylor Ann Mendenhall • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Anahi Messer • Counseling
Riley J. Metzger • Health and Human Performance
Tess Elizabeth Meyer • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Erin Alexandria Miller • Counseling
Sarah Elizabeth Miller • Health and Human Performance
Amartya Mitra • Business Analytics and Data Science
Peyton Michelle Mobbs • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ayush Mohan • Business Analytics and Data Science
Caitlin Jeanette Moran • Counseling
Aaron Dean Morgan • Accounting
Gabrielle Analise Morris • Accounting
Steven C. Morris • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Trent Alan Morris • Quantitative Finance
Kalpesh Mahesh Mulye • Business Analytics and Data Science
Bharath Muppalla • Business Analytics and Data Science
Aaron Robert Napier • Engineering and Technology Management
Surya Nasrin • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Fred E. Ndimgwango • Aviation and Space
Santiago Neira Mendieta • Engineering Technology
Lauren Ashley Nelson • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Austin Scot Nesom • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jordan Robert Newell • Mass Communications
Brittany Raye Nicklas • Counseling
Chhavi Nijhawan • Business Analytics and Data Science
Hadley L. Nixon • Business Analytics and Data Science
Benazir Noorzad • Global Studies
Deepak Sai Nuroor • Business Analytics and Data Science
Kaily D. O’Brien • Human Development and Family Science
Shubham Sushil Onkar • Industrial Engineering and Management
Jessica Renee Orphan • Nutritional Sciences
Sai Sankirth Reddy Paladugu • Computer Science
Ally Dru Parham • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Cullen Lee Parker • Family Financial Planning
Aislynn Rose Pasierb • Management Information Systems
Cayman Irene Patterson • Communication Sciences and Disorders
George Coleman Patterson • Agricultural Economics
Sanjam Singh Patwalia • Business Analytics and Data Science
Chelsie Laine Perez • Human Development and Family Science
Taylor Christine Perez • Mass Communications
Lillian Rebecca Phillips • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Hannah Faith Pierce • Human Development and Family Science
M. Kathryn Ann Pierce • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Pranjali Changadeo Pingale • Business Analytics and Data Science
Brenna M. Pinley • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jordan Elizabeth Poloczek • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Tanner Charles Price • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Madelyn Rebecca Priest • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Manasa Reddy Pullagurla • Computer Science
Naveen Kumar Rai • Business Analytics and Data Science
Saswatara Arabinda Rautray • Business Analytics and Data Science
Soumyadeeep Ray • Management Information Systems
Katelyn Marie Redman • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Joshua Aaron Reed • Engineering and Technology Management
Camri Mae Reinhart • Applied Statistics
Matthew F. Rigby • Business Analytics
Rilea Anne Robinson • International Agriculture
Vincent Rodriguez • Business Analytics and Data Science
Reid Howard Romine • Mass Communications
Aubrey P. Rosencutter • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Sydney Nicole Ruder • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Emma Jo Rutledge • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Rishika Reddy Sadula • Management Information Systems
Michael David Sallaz • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Sai Tharuni Samineni • Computer Science
Pushkar Gopalkrishna Sangvikar • Industrial Engineering and Management
Bhakti Bhupesh Saoji • Business Analytics and Data Science
Sai Srikanth Sarabu • Computer Science
Vivek Datha Saraff • Computer Science
Spencer Earl Schnoor • Counseling
Carter Quinn Schubert • Management Information Systems
Scott Andrew Schwager • Business Analytics and Data Science
Raunak Sengupta • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jugal Prakash Setiya • Industrial Engineering and Management
Fayaz Ahmed Shaik • Management Information Systems
Mihir Ramakant Shinde • Business Analytics and Data Science
Makayla Nicole Shipman • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Nitiraj Sudhir Shitole • Management Information Systems
Andrea Kari Short • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Victoria Michelle Short • Psychology
Kelli Jo Wicks • International Agriculture
Lisa Rebecca Wier • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Samantha Christine Willis • Educational Technology
Kailey Rae Wilson • Business Analytics and Data Science
Mercedes Nicole Wilson • Counseling
Riley Jordan Wincheski • Psychology
Tiffany Dawn Winchester • Educational Psychology
Caylee Linay Winterberg • Counseling
Amber Briona Wood • Counseling
Kaitlyn N. Wood • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jaydin Leah Wright • Counseling
Madison Bailee Wright • Accounting
Alexis Rae Wylie • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Calvin Leon Wynn • Biosystems Engineering
Kumar Yash • Business Analytics and Data Science
Heng Yi • Management Information Systems
Alicia Mae Young • Agricultural Economics
Martina Zerulo • Mass Communications

**Summer 2023 Candidates**

Solang Pella Akinmolayan • Accounting
Mitchell Lee Aldridge • Integrative Biology
Jordan Nicole Allevato • Mass Communications
Sarvenaz Amjadi • Sociology
Arly Camila Armas • Animal Science
Megan Elizabeth Baker • Psychology
Oday Ali Bani Ahmad • Industrial Engineering and Management
Antoinette Ann Begay • Accounting
Tara Lynn Bevill • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Lora M. Boggs • Accounting
Blair Alexandra Bradley • Accounting
Aislysee Grace Buckley • Accounting
Tanner Trace Burcham • Accounting
Aislyn Victoria Clark • Counseling
Catherine Mae Coleman • International Agriculture
Alicia Grace Cornelius • Accounting
Jessica Marie Craigmila • Nutritional Sciences
Aaron Thomas Creese • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
John Arthur Culver • Accounting
Kenzie Dawn Cunnius • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Elizabeth Leigh Davis • Accounting
Morgan LeAnne Day • Mass Communications
Cindy J. Dean • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Julia R. Denney • Accounting
Catherine Elizabeth Diehl • Accounting
Nitika Dwivedi • Business Analytics and Data Science
Grant Michael Edgeller • Accounting
Kenzy Dale Edmondson • Accounting
Richelle Laree Fisher • Accounting
Mackie Lynn Ford • Accounting
Ashton Gregory Franks • Horticulture
German Gallardo • Counseling
James Allen Gibson • Accounting
Danielle Nicole Griffith • Accounting
Abby Gail Haddox • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Korbin Cade Hamner • Educational Leadership Studies
Katherine Elizabeth Hein • Psychology
Kelly Rose Hendrix • Environmental Science
Jessica Renae Hernandez • Leisure Studies
Cynthia Yvette Herrera • Accounting
Stephanie Coleen Hinojosa • Educational Technology
Zahrasadat Hosseini • Design, Housing and Merchandising
Colton H. Humphrey • Accounting
Ayush Joshi • Petroleum Engineering
Seonwoo Ko • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Brianna Faith Lake • Accounting
Aspen Marie Lenning • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Austin Jacob Liudahl • Accounting
Avianna Asta Liuzzo • Animal Science
Ashton N. Mainord • Accounting
Cassandra Jo Mason • Accounting
Antonio Michael Melchor • Accounting
Sally R. Messinger • Human Development and Family Science
Colin Miller • Health and Human Performance
Haley Leona Marie Miller • Counseling
Christa LeAnn Moczygemba • Accounting
Micah Marie Mueggenborg • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Hayley Morgan Naff • Accounting
Nicholas Edward Nowak • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Shane Michael O’Mealey • Educational Leadership Studies
Megan Kristine O’Neal • Educational Leadership Studies
John W. Page • Accounting
Julia Michell Pavon Rojas • Counseling
Kiley Marquis Penwell • Integrative Biology
Tanner Alexis Phillips • Accounting
John Brennan Potts • Accounting
Parker A. Ramsey • Accounting
Braydon S. Revard • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Hope Jandreau Revard • Nutritional Sciences
Amir Pourhakim Rezaei • Management Information Systems
Carly Marie Robinson • Nutritional Sciences
Carlee M. Salisbury • Animal Science
Sarah-Nicole Satterwhite • Counseling
Kara Rose Skelton • Accounting
Thad Robert Stancil • Chemistry
Jennifer Carolina Tapia • Plant and Soil Sciences
Sarah Marie Tener • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Emery Kate Thackerson • Psychology
Zachary Ryan Thomas • Accounting
Marisa Diane Thompson • Counseling
Krysta Marie Warner • Counseling
Chloe J. Watkins • Accounting
Amy Lynn Weaver • Counseling
Matthew Dennis Wenske • Counseling
Stuart Christian Wire • Accounting
Zachary Huaijjian Yap • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kaylin Rae Yockey • Environmental Science

Graduate Certificate
Spring 2023 Candidates
Katherine Elizabeth Adams • Online Teaching
Corbin Travis Allen • Workforce and Adult Education
Thomas Jacob Almasy • Facilitating Career Development
Naomie Alnatas • Non-Profit Management
Jati Ariati • Program Evaluation
Jati Ariati • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Educational and Behavioral Sciences
Joshua Charles Aufdengarten • Effective Teaching in Elementary Schools
Margaret Danielle Bailey • Online Teaching
Angela Barnes • Online Teaching
Bardia Batala • Entrepreneurship
Bardia Batala • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Educational and Behavioral Sciences
Brittney N. Bierschenk Dos Santos • Building Level Leadership
Sydney Jane Bird • Online Teaching
Brandon James Blackwell • Finance and Investment Banking
Cori LeaAnn Brandell • Effective Teaching in Elementary Schools
Alexander Cowan Breitling • Facilitating Career Development
Chevonese Shellaine Brown • Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Landon Pierce Butler • Interdisciplinary Toxicology
Kealey Ariella Casey • Effective Teaching in Elementary Schools
Adwait Ajit Chabukswar • Supply Chain and Logistics
Claire Ann Chastain • Entrepreneurship
Jorge L. Chavez Enriquez, Jr. • Museum and Curatorial Studies
Markayla A. Clayton • Facilitating Career Development
Jordyn Ann Collyar • Neuroscience
Dania Crivelli Zavala • Human Resource Management
Samantha Nicole Crofford • Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Ericka Kathleen Eppler • College Teaching
Alejandro Armando Garcia Montiel, Sr. • Entrepreneurship
Megan Kate Germundson • Brand Communication
Stephanie Coleen Hinojosa • Online Teaching
Leslie Jones • Online Teaching
Detra Gail Kliwer • Building Level Leadership
Seonwoo Ko • Hospitality and Tourism Analytics
Christopher Nicholas Lambert • Online Teaching
Kelli Nicole Leech • Sport Communication
Kody Bryce Long • College Teaching
Aaron Lozano • Engineering and Technology Management
Brad Burton Ludrick • Building Level Leadership
Emily Oreta Manuel • Workforce and Adult Education
Gavin B. McReynolds • Entrepreneurship
Everett Lee Miller II • Global Issues
Terryn Milton • Entrepreneurship
Shanta April Ogwe • Online Teaching
Shubham Sushil Onkar • Business Analytics and Data Science
Shubham Sushil Onkar • Supply Chain and Logistics
Megan A. Orr • Museum and Curatorial Studies
Taylor Christine Perez • Brand Communication
Amanda May Phelps • Building Level Leadership
Breann M. Pinley • Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Brandi Reed Radebaugh • Workforce and Adult Education
Fernanda Areli Ramirez Saenz • Geographic Information Systems
Pushkar Gopalkrishna Sangvikar • Business Analytics and Data Science
Pushkar Gopalkrishna Sangvikar • Supply Chain and Logistics
Jugal Prakash Setiya • Business Analytics and Data Science
Jugal Prakash Setiya • Supply Chain and Logistics
Casandra Lynn Smith • Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Valerie Michelle Smither • Effective Teaching in Elementary Schools
Kiri Li Nan Stauch • Neuroscience
Diwas Subedi • Business Analytics and Data Science
Aubrey Trower • Integrative Design of Building Envelope
Cole Garrett VanVleet • Brand Communication
Sreejesh Venmarathil Sreedhar • Business Analytics and Data Science
Bradley N. Waken • Business
Tracin Allen Wallace • Recreation and Leisure Management
Stacie Lynn Warner • Online Teaching
Samantha Christine Willis • Online Teaching
Starr Angel Wilson • Workforce and Adult Education
Tucker D. Wilson • Human Resource Management
Riley Jordan Wincheski • Neuroscience

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Jordan Nicole Allevato • Brand Communication
Rachel Lauren Benbrook • Hidden Student Populations
Lindsey Renee Corbett • Building Level Leadership
Morgan Nicole Holtz • Building Level Leadership
Enrico Laoh • Business Analytics and Data Science
Shane Michael O’Mealey • Facilitating Career Development
Megan Kristine O’Neal • Hidden Student Populations
Miruthula Tamil Selvan • Bioinformatics
CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES
Johnny Stephens, President
Dennis Blankenship, Dean, College of Osteopathic Medicine
Jim Hess, Vice Provost for Graduate Programs

DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Erin Elizabeth Ahrberg Chonka
Omar Ahmed Amayem
Rachel Marie Ammons
Gregory Don Balcerak
Mary Samantha Baze
Abbagale Bond
Matthew Bruns
Lynn Bui
Blake Eugene Burrows
Audrey Elaine Byrd
Marvin D. Carr III
Analise Joy Claassen
Wesley Tanner Cole
Hunter Collins
Adam Corcoran
Kyle R. DeBoy
Dalton B. Delaney
Simran Demla
Grant Kevin DeWitt
Emily Ehresman
Adrianna F. Elbon
Masyn BreAnn Nicole Enright
Lyndall Elyse Esmond
ShiAnne Marie Farris
Elie Jean Feghali
Kaylea Michele Feldman
Matthew C. Ferrell
Sydney C. Ferrell
Stephen M. Ferry
Benjamin Paul Firth
Holly Jane Flores
Morgan Galloway Garrett
Matthew William Gibson
Bradley Gleason
Karley Frances Halpern
Emma M. Harrington
Benjamin Cole Heigle
Corey Hembree
Cody Jay Hillman
James Hobbs
Whittie DeAnn Holten-Nickel
Samuel Hudgeons
Erin Jackson
Jordan A. Jackson
Keelyn Jackson
Melissa Rae Jackson
Elizabeth Johnson
Caleb Wayne Jones
Micah Daniel Kee
Ali Sohail Khan
Ajit Kohli

Cameron Lewis
Vanessa Wen-fang Lin
Zachary Douglas Loomer
Kaley Lukovich
Courtney Michelle Mapes
Ellison Sue Marlar
Marah Avery Marler
Riley Marlar
Tate Thomas Mason
Chance R. Matthesen
Hunter J. Meyers
T. Morgan Moody
Caroline Nicole Muegge
Ikuko Mukai-Cheh
Ross B. Nowlin
William L. Nowlin
Erik David Odom
Josh Okwuasaba
Laney Palmer-Mitchell
William Gentry Palmer
Daniel Robert Parks
Elizabeth Grace Ochavillo Pascual
Hillary Marie Patocka
Connor Barrett Polson
Victor Reich Martins
Haley Nicole Riley
Jessica Barnes Robison
Brayden McKay Rucker
Zane Rulon
Nicholas Bijan Sajjadi
Lindsay Terry Sawyer
Jace Schell
Adam Lin. Schultz
Sierra Schupbach
Mitchell Scott
Samuel L. Shepard
Parker Siex
James Soto
Wilson Thomas Sprinkles
Brent Spurling
Abbey Lynn Stephens
Ashley N. Taylor
Hannah Nicole Tully
Monica Venkatesha
Cole Verble
Jourdan Lancaster Waddell
Adam Wesley Warren
David Anthony Wenger
Mariah Beth West
Jesi Nelisiwe Whitley
Madalyn J. Whitmill
Skylar Allan Williams
Alexis Wirtz
Audrey Wise

**Doctor of Forensic Sciences**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
- Jason J. Berty
- Michael Jerome Collier, Jr.
- Thomas Jacob Elizondo
- Connie Alexia Lewis
- John David Ortega, Jr.
- Lenwood S. Reeves

**Summer 2023 Candidates**
- Rashele Victoria Shoun

**Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Sciences**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
- Stephanie Giselle Myers

**Summer 2023 Candidates**
- Celine Sierra Cortes

**Doctor of Philosophy in Forensic Sciences**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
- Edwin A. Bundy
- Sara Jean Schreiber

**Summer 2023 Candidates**
- Mary Elizabeth Stuart

**Master of Athletic Training**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
- Brionna Nicole Belcher
- Lauren Grace Ford
- Rylee Lin Holman
- Jessica Lynn Jacobs
- Cayla Ann Lee
- Connor Shane Lewis

**Summer 2023 Candidates**
- Cheyann Renee Sales
- Amber Lynn Sons
- Jared Davis Spencer
- Kira Dawn Wicker
- Martha Joy Yost

**Master of Science in Biomedical Sciences**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
- Kaitlin Elizabeth Burch
- Shilpa G. Dange
- Halla Rachel Hamdan
- Forrest Stephen LaFleur
- Gideon Joel Lapp

**Summer 2023 Candidates**
- Garrett Lorenz
- Alexis M. Mitchell
- Jessalyn Rivet-Tissot
- Miranda Elise Thibodeau

**Master of Science in Forensic Sciences**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
- Aubrey Ann Acuff
- Ashleigh Elizabeth Berry

- Jason J. Berty
- Amanda Paige Bradbury
Michael Francis Brennan
Lauren Kerensa Tin Lai Brese
Anthony Wayne Brinkley
Margaret Ann Carpenter
Makenzie Mona Caufield
Sarah E. Charbonneau
Tia Grace Chavella
Christopher M. Chenoweth
Gwendolyn Grace Cothran
Viktoria Kassidy Donetz
Penn Nearing Edward
Heather Lynn Evans
Edward John Fishman
Harley Mae Folks
Jody L. Haag
Jeffrey Samuel Hammontree
Heather Elaine Heider
Meagan Anne Hill
Sean Thomas Hinrichs
Brianna Leeann Hood
Tara Danae Isom
Sydney Lin Josch
Sarah Elizabeth Martin
Jennifer Lanice McCauley
Ellen M. Michelin
Richard James Page
Baylee Lynn Phillips
Nathan Rubi Plough
Zachary Allen Reed
Elizabeth A. Rivera
Bianca Alicia Coleen Sapien
Hunter Simoncic
Tommy Sipsy
Maxwell Ames Sommervold
Eric Joseph Theis
Lillie Makenna Wade
Michael Tsu Wang
Holli Lu Worden
Meagan Young

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Cristina Barragan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Bailey Michelle Aldridge
Jessica Mitchell Allen
Sarah Michelle Atha
Lindsay Rae Augustine
Joshua Ryan Baker
Douglas Clinton Bennett
Lauren Ann Benson
Ashwini Sudhir-Rohita Bhise
Tia Shanana Breckenridge
Laura Rose Brown
Chelsea Renee Bryant
Sunshine Sierra Chandler
Haley Sue Contreras
Christina Marie Culmone
Kathy Ann Delgado
Gregory Michael Dixon
Cole Jerrod Dunbar
Alexander Joseph Eddy
Carmin Eulitt
Monica Lynette Felder
Molly Casey Fields
Michael Donald Gagnon
Daniel Lopez Gonzalez
Tamra Michelle Gray
Tony B. Gustin
Alexander Blaine Hall
Lauren Hanson
Jonathan Philip Herrick
David K. Hopkins
Jessica Katherine Becher Jacoby
M. Yashar S. Kalani
Punam Khadka
Sonia Nicole Moreno Laskin
Jennifer Rose Liu
Stephen Philip Liuzza
Michelle Patricia Majors
Syreta J. Mason
Michael Damian McCarthy
Phuong Tran McSpadden
Kimberly Mai Montell
Jessica Megan Murray
Bethany Love Ouellette
Gabriel Lee Parcel
Sijalu Paudel
Julia Aundrea Profit-johnson
Austin Barak Reed
Kencia Rivera
Leslie Marie Rush
Sandy Samuel
Tarah Christine Serrato
Jace Michael Shepherd
Stephanie Leigh Spears
Kerry Ashley Stark
Abbey Lynn Stephens
Nerlande Stevens
Feba Susan Finny
Jodi Nicole Sparkman Tricinella
Shelley Diane Vega
Shawna Lynn Watkins
John Fredrick Wilson
Tekalign Wondimu
SuMMer 2023 CanDiDATEs
Jeremy Ryan McGuire  
Lindsay A. Owens

GRADuATE CERTIFICATE

SPRING 2023 CanDIDATES
Breanna Nicole Addington • Medical Sciences
Gilbert N. Ateh • Medical Sciences
Lindsey A. Bailey • Medical Sciences
James D. Bajus • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Andrew Tomas Batista • Medical Sciences
Ashleigh R. Buzzell • Medical Sciences
Merideth Kate Casey • Medical Sciences
Kalen Ferrell Castor • Medical Sciences
Aaron Leonard Chaffee • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Gilbert Langsi Che • Medical Sciences
Darren Lee Clemons • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Christopher Adolfo Coronado • Medical Sciences
Logan P. Corwin • Medical Sciences
Gwendolyn Grace Cothran • Forensic Investigative Sciences
Lane D. Davenport • Medical Sciences
Sarah Jo Anne Davis • Medical Sciences
Ashton Paige Denham • Medical Sciences
Bethany Marie Donaldson • Medical Sciences
Nour Souhail El-Sabbagh • Medical Sciences
Colton E. Evans • Medical Sciences
Crystel Jade Fields • Medical Sciences
Jessica ReAnna Ford • Forensic Psychology
Patience Marie Garrett • Medical Sciences
Robert Grunder • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Faith Jan Hendrickson • Medical Sciences
James William Horton, Jr. • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Darian Jamier Jackson • Medical Sciences
Teagan Dawn Jackson • Medical Sciences
Bryan Allen Jobe • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Dylan A. Jones • Medical Sciences
Anthony Richard Lombardi • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Matthew Logan Lowrie • Medical Sciences
Sarah Elizabeth Martin • Forensic Psychology
Matthew Arnett Matheney • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Victoria Anne McCalister-Jones • Medical Sciences
Jennifer Lanice McCauley • Forensic Psychology
Jesse Lucille Mills • Medical Sciences
Nicholas Clyde Mills • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Charles Michael Mulherin • Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Laura Abigail Nash • Medical Sciences
Jace Konner Neal • Medical Sciences
College of Veterinary Medicine
Carlos Risco, Dean

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Spring 2023 Candidates

Amanda Stamm Albright
Lindsey Ann Allen
Maddison Abigail Andreas
Abigail Hailey Babbidge
Jacqueline Mercedes Ball
Jessie N. Barnes
Hannah R. Bayless
Jordan Blair Beckman
Lancaster Anne Blake
Amanda Lynn Brace
Jessica Darlene Brown
Katharine Stewart Buchanan
Brittany McBrain Burnett
Jessica Marie Bydalek
Katherine Ann Cantrell
Lexi Cart
Andrew Oran Carter
Wyatt Austin Catron
Kamryn Sue Chastain
Steven Raymond Cholity
Jessica Dawn Clough
Carly Joane Clower
James Brock Crockett-Beck
Kelly Ashlyn Cummins
Katharine Springer DesHotels
Joshua L. Dowdy
Morgan Nicole Dunker
Matthew Jonathon Dykstra
Nicole M. Fansler
Rachel C. Farr
Bailee Jean Fehring
Robin Fletcher
Brayden V. Foley
Kirsten Lydia Garoutte
Kara McKay Garvin
Caroline E. Gibson
Kathryn Sherwood Gilbert
Taylor Paige Gilbert
Cody Alan Gingrich
Alicia LaRhea Alvarez Gregory
Katie Jean Grossman
Grace C. Grunewald
Jessica Michelle Guirl
Marni Paige Gutman
Mayra Guadalupe Guzman
Stephanie Jayne Hennan
Mary Elizabeth Hickman
Taylor Brooke Howell
Denton Rhu Huff
Shannon Sara John
Kami Elizabeth Jones
Lauren Alyssa Jones
Molly Ann Kiser
Courtney Marie Knox
Gerald Jack Kraft
Angela Michelle Lorkowski
Kiley Mabin
Kodi Blair Marion
Jordyn Nicole Martel
Connor W. McCollough
Keara Lyn Miller
Ryan L. Mims
Mandalyn Rayne Moore
Abby Nicole Morse
Samantha Beth Mullins
Jennifer Leigh Nichols
Ginifer Louise O’Bryan-Schultz
Emily Waiana Payne
Joshua David Place
Allison Victoria Price
Tiffany Nicole Pulliam
Alexandra Nicole Ralston
Emily Marie Ramos
Kali Gale Roberson
Lauren Barnett Rooney
Jacie Leigh Ross
Jacob Andrew Rother
Tiana Logan Sanders
Julia T. Sauer
Ashton Taylor Shepler
Amy Danielle Simpson
Savanna Kaye Smith
Magdalena Soulanges Arrese
Melissa Lauren Strawhun
Hannah Elaine Taff
Sabrina Michelle Taylor
Tylee Trevizo
Amanda Gail Trostel
Kara Morgan Tubb
Evan James Tullar
Mackenzie Taylor Walker
Elizabeth Anne Williams
Erin L. Willis
Alexandra Emmaline Wood
Christopher A. Zagurski
SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Megan Leigh Seawright
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Keith Garbutt, Interim Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

• American Sign Language Studies •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Karly Elise Loree

• American Studies •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Daniel A. Hoelting
Micah Ray Milton Jones

• Art •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Hailey Danielle Clooney
Chloe Madeline Hart
Ashley Claire Peterson
Andrew Van Pham
Celeste Zoe Stuart
Emalee Kay Tracy

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Jessica Faith Roberts

• Arts Administration •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Aubrianna Marie Campbell
Kasey R. Russell
Noah M. Williams

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Hadley Danay Hume

• English •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Jonah Thomas Abrell
William Clayton Anderson
Sara Elizabeth Bomhoff
Garrett Eugene Bradford
Ellyn Caroline Brashear
Maghin Kearra Brewer
Tabitha Davenport
Emma Ann Deak
Aaron Lee Ellis
William Miller Ellis
Faith Nicole Fortney
Sarah Elizabeth Francis
Jonathan Bruce Geels
Karley JaneAnn Keeter
Vivian Anne Murphy
Macy McCall Nunemaker
Gabriel Austin Parker
Wesley Aaron Pierce
Joseph Hunter Roberts
Madison Grace Stites
Kuyler Don Winbolt

• Global Studies •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Elizabeth Marie Brians
Caitlin Nicole Brooks
Jeremy Madison Hicks
Abigail Lyn Lesnick
Brianna Marie Lucas
Elise Marie Neighbors
Jacob Michael Shepherd
Christopher Noah Tucker
SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Daniel A. Hoelting

• History •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Nicholas Joseph Ackman
Brycen Robert Adams
Ellyn Caroline Brashear
Seltrie Nexus Carey
Joshua Matthew Cherim
Samantha Jo Cole
Camden Clyde Cope
Katie Kiernan Ditchkus
Isabelle Therese Elliott
Abigail Lynn Hamby
Joshua Trae Henley

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Johnny Clarence Irons IV

• Mathematics •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Aurian Isabella Kutner

• Multidisciplinary Studies •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Tristan Simon Peter Alexander
Halle Brigitte Frieden
Laura M. Gosz

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Quinna Faith Fisher

• Multimedia Journalism •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Olivia Claire Bloomfield
Amelia Elizabeth Jauregui
Daniel Kibet Mutai, Jr.

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Saara Sofia Johanna Hakanen

• Music •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Rebecca Elia Cohen

• Philosophy •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Trevor Matthew Allee
Reagan Joy Anderson
Ryan Scott Jordan
Joel Owen Kocher II

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Jerret Dane Carpenter

Wesley Douglas Lacina
Ty Bradley Hill
Aaron Patrick Jackson
Sarah D. Kirk
Stephen Thomas Marcum
Alex Craig Milton
Catherine B. Nutter
Paytn A. Packham
Donald Leon Riley III
Alicia L. Schnath
Zachery Jay Walker
Blake Walker Whorton
Katherine Paige Williams
Keely Faith Larison
Mattea Elise Mertz
Pizza Pete Za Ordoñica
Emily Hope Stuart
Lauren Marie Suarez
Krista Denise Porter-Mckelvey
Emilee Cole Lemon
Robert Bronson Phillips
Jack B. Roe
Jackson P. Lancaster
• Political Science •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Ash William Baumli
Cristian Alexander Camberos
Brady Ryan Chanpong
Zully Maximus Duarte I
Kaitlynn Alyssé Meyer
Alex Craig Milton

Maggie May Murphy
Jeffrey Perez
Robert Bronson Phillips
Jordyn Pshigoda
Isabelle Essi Aija Struthers
Amelia Rose Wimmer

• Psychology •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Reagan L. Adams
Toni Lauren Cargill
Ryan Lewis Chapman
Mia Faith Chong
Shelbee Marie Christie
Kelsy Elise Clift
Rebecca Elia Cohen
Morgan Dowd
Emerson Victoria Gilbert
Frances Hope Gruntkowski
Abbie Louise Heidenreich
Ashton Beckett Howard
Seabring Briar Huckleberry
Emma Kate Jackson
Sheriden Grace LaBrecque
Alexia K. Marin Solis

Bianca Ivette Mora
Sydney Anne Munger
Megan Noelle Myers
Brenda Angelica Ortiz-Perez
Alexandrea Lee Parker
Andrea Millenis Rice
Valerie Lizzette Rios
Emily Gail Rodriguez
Camila Ruano
Elexias B. Sanchez
Stephanie Marie Schoer
Madilyn Nicole Shelton
Macayla Michelle Smith
Natalie Kay Vargo
Lauren Rose Watkins
Jaclyn Denise Wood

Summer 2023 Candidates
Chalyn Nicole Head
Maria J. Hernandez
Desmond Michael Jones
Lisa Mae Lam

Gale Manard
Katelynn Mae Rothgeb
Mignon Gale Westover

• Sociology •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Amaya Brionne Banks
Molly Grace Berry
Mary Elizabeth Campbell
Tabitha Davenport

Marlen Mendoza Espinosa
Gael Lynn McAdoo
Kayin Faith Mitchell
Diane Marie Whisner

Summer 2023 Candidates
Ashley Rebecca Martinez Montes

• Spanish •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Trevor Matthew Allee
Jacquelyn Karlie Harsha

Jessica Michelle Meza
Natalie Estel Ysasaga

• Sports Media •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Aaron W. Gonders

Alyssa Nikole Sanchez
• Strategic Communication •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Rachel Christine Bell
Sydney Noelle Biggerstaff
Lynlee Dru Coffee
Amelia Elizabeth Jauregui
Caleb Antes Kinsley

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Jade Serena Belauste

• Theatre •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Leah Michelle Lorraine Anderson
Elizabeth Calandra
Liliana Eileen Cudly
Christian James Diaz
Olivia Hope Harrison
Grace Elizabeth Jackson

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Jade Serena Belauste

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

• Acting •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Sydney Nicole Bradley
Ethan Kel Hunter

• Art •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Conner Michael Armstrong
Madissen Nichole Brannon
Abigail Rachel Brumbaugh
Mallory Sue Cantrell
Jessica J. Colvin
Austin Tyler Dawes
Sierra Do
Kelsi Nicole Graves
Alexandra Brooks Isbell
Walkiria Jimenez
Hyun Jee Kim
Bailee Morgan Kirby
Minjung Lee

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Kayla Renee Bryant
Bali Kinsey
Karsten B. Moore

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

• Music •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Emilee Jo Ewing
Lingxiao Fan
Shae Kyle Fickett

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Kayla Renee Bryant
Bali Kinsey
Karsten B. Moore
Dylan Jakob Parks  
Annamarie Claire Smith  
Ethan Cole Warren  
Colton Shane Wilson

**Music Education**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Mason Haynes Acock  
Aaron James Alimena  
Jackson Thomas Fussell  
McKenzie E. Graves  
Brenden Joseph Hollingsworth  
Griffin Layne Holt  
Kenna Marie McCormick  
Johnn Michael McCormick  
Kathryn Colleen Nichols  
Hayley Anne Steele  
Nathan Talley  
Desiree Mae Whiteman

**Bachelor of Science**

**American Studies**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Chaella Brianne Hagan  
Serelda Kaye Hurd

**Biochemistry**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Piper Ashley Boswell  
Gabrielle Elizabeth Byus  
James Patrick Coan  
Alexandria Paige Courtney  
Claire Catherine Eastep  
Ishani Ray  
Adam Rafael Soriano  
Kade Olsen Squires

**Summer 2023 Candidates**
Saharsh Dineshbhai Patel

**Biology**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Britney A. Adair  
Eli J. Anderson  
Ian David Armijo  
Rachel L. Atherton  
Elias Jean Aziz  
Sydne Nicole Baker  
Rachel Fay Bardin  
Chloe Renee Best  
Sara Marie Box  
Olivia Karen Brock  
America Cardoza  
Azlyn Claire Caves  
Torie Lashelle Cayton  
Carter James Christman  
Jordan Ryan Clayborn  
Kaitlyn Elise Cotton  
Josselyn Nicolle Cruz  
Macy Mae Curry  
Christopher Michael Cyr  
Karisma Rain Danker  
Kaitlyn Marie DeSelle  
Haven Dawn Dunmire  
Morgan L. Erne  
Keely Gardner Fielding  
J. Carrson French  
Connor Wade Gann  
Ameyali Garcia Solano  
Valerie Anne Gerrior  
Alessandra Zoe Gipson  
Bailey R. Golden  
Kaitlyn Nicole Goldsmith  
Kylie Jacelynn Goodall  
Jasmine Marie Gove  
Lucy Suzanne Greene  
Chesney Kay Grimes  
Kevin Johnson Habel  
Lindsey Danielle Halsted  
Maddison Katherine Henry  
Grace Anne Ipsen  
Marie Augusta Kamara  
Lakyn Marie Karrenbrock  
Alexia F. Kidder  
Kate N. Koupelen  
Alexander William Lakin  
Virginia Nicole Lamkin  
Julia Grace Leaumont  
Jada Lauren Lusk  
Anthony Dewey Mabrey III  
Amber Elizabeth Main  
Brannon Keyes Maravich  
Presley Christen McClure  
Gracie Nicole McNeil  
Luz Vianey Melendez  
Nicholas David Miller
Meredith Li Millington
Audrey Camille Mitchell
Anthony Geovanni Morales
Cord Barrett Moran
Alexandria Lea Morlan
Hunter Dee Myers
Michelle Phuong Tran Nguyen
Vi Nguyen
Callie Ann Norris
Jordan Carina Palmer
Pyper Jaide Passmore
Dhruv J. Patel
Elan Phan
Lyric Scout Powell
Ashley Sarah Puccetti Price
Michaela Faith Purnell
Carson G. Rainbolt
Justin D. Rein
Bailey Suzanne Robertson
Blake Andrew Sanders
Eleanor Ariane Shepard
Emily Grace Shuler
Dominica Tyana Julia Claudiana Simmons
Montana Fawn Snell
Lillie Caroline Speed
Jocelyn Ann Sutter
Jack Thomas Taylor
Aubry She’Lia Thomas-Brown
Christian John-Coleman Tiger
Andrew Robert Tom
Zachary Lawrence Tretheway
Katherine Marie Van Leeuwen
Georgia Renee Vester
Caitlin Marie Weber
Kristian Connor Wilcoxen
Alana Nicole Wolfberg

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES

Emma Louise Fike
Cameron Michael Gough
Sabriah Ann Hoover
Mong Michael Lor
Zoie Makall Morrison
Jazmin Navarro Cisneros
Cassidy Ann Riddles
Tamara Chenell Woodley

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Ahmad F S Kh AlEnezi
Carson Washburn Ball
Rachel Elizabeth Crittell
Crest Matheaus Koemel
Mary Grace McKee
Haley Christiana Merrick
Ishani Ray

• Chemistry •

Grace Olivia Adams
Grace Godfrey Anderson
Claire Argo
Addyson Victoria Bond
Olivia Marie Buss
Anna Elizabeth Edmondson
Chloe Isabella Farischon
Rose Jaylyn Foss
Hannah Mae Graham
Madison D. Graham
Jacklyn Santana Gregory
Abigail Sarai Henry
Kaitlin Jo Hinrikus
Megan Elizabeth Ihrig
Anna Elizabeth Jackson
Sara Elizabeth Keck
McKenleigh Kelly
Athena Elizabeth Kirby
Madiyn Nikole Lowrey
Chloe Elizabeth Marouk
Landri Kaye McClure
Molly Allison McClure
Kaitlin Annette Mercer
Jensen Wesley Mettlen
Brooklin Sari Morrow
Cielo Munoz
Audrey Anna Nelson
Isabella Rosa Onofrio
Paloma Cherie Ortega-Hart
Remington Paige Reed
April Rochelle Joy Roye
Kelci Elaine Sale
Chloe Marie Sherrill
Bailey RiAnn Smith
Julia Deanne Smith
McKenna B. Stephens
Danae Halley Stidham
Hallie Marie Sutton
Molly Elizabeth Sweiger
Taylor Kaitlyn Tuck
Mary Yer Vang
Dayli Grace Walker
Karsyn K. White
Sarah Janann Williams
Taylor Nicole Winfrey
Morgan Elisabeth Wright
Summer 2023 Candidates
Julia Christine Bailey  Morgan Elizabeth Maggard
Sara Reagan Campbell  Josie Parrish Stephens
Yesica Janet Garcia  Erin Elizabeth Talbott
Allison L. Hasbrouck  Lacey Nicole Wernhardt

• Computer Science •

Spring 2023 Candidates
David Noah Basehoar  Zachary D. McCann
Joshua Herschel Bender  Damon Baird Meadows
Paul Stephen Bernius V  Emory Diederik Meursing
Landon David Bolyard  John Micah Pennyman
Paul A. Brackney  Carson J. Scantling
Amanda Nicole Clemons  Brennan J. Schlittler
Mujahid Bilal Egan  Jacob Richard Schuck
Devin Connor Ericksen  Sarah Kaitlyn Shoup
Dominick Frank Fechter  Logan Bryce Stout
Kameryn Fritz  Zachary Taylor Sullivan
Luke Michael Gipson  Cheng-Fu Gaspar Tsai
Pierce Arlen Gunnars  Jacob R. Tupper
Erin Kathleen Halligan  Brayden L. Underwood
Reece Ashley Harrel  William Fazal Waddell
Anthony Robert Horinek  Dawson Lane Walker
Brandon M. Ingram  Rachel Lee Williams
Cameron David Killinger  Haoran Yue
Benjamin Richard Kornele  Matthew Wayne Zerger
Noah N. Lodrigueza

Summer 2023 Candidates
Joshua Blake Inman  Cannon James Towell
Kolton Quinton  Keelon T. Viney Young
Maximillion Scott Severson

• Economics •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Will Thomas Freisberg  Rishi Malhotra
Caleb Shayne Thomas Jardot

• Geography •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Connor Lee Daniel Cotner  Isabelle K. Ley
Jacquelyn Karlie Harsha  Jordyn Rene Walls

• Geology •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Elaine Marie Duff  Isabelle K. Ley

Summer 2023 Candidates
Izabelle Paige Buentello  Tyson Wayne King
Megan Elizabeth Garrett  Victoria Ashley Porter

• Geospatial Information Science •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Hadley Dwain Brumley  Blaine G. Mann
Jacquelyn Karlie Harsha
• Mathematics •

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**
- Brandon T. Billingsly
- Brandon James Brock
- Callista Diane Croci
- Drinity Kate Cross
- Audrey Alexus DeShazo
- William Hunter Duer
- William Marshall Faust
- Zoe Anne Goldade
- Jayna Gomez

**SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES**
- Collin Charles Bazzell
- Jaxon Bartlett Castillo

• Medicinal and Biophysical Chemistry •

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**
- David Joseph Bruce
- Lily A. Leas

• Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology •

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**
- Colton Thorne Adkison
- Sylvester Barus
- Callie Nicole Battenfield
- Jaden Lee Bloxsom
- Camren Zain Branch
- Ryan A. Burden
- Daxton Reed Butler
- Priscilla Raelynnne Chatman
- Kaitlyn Elise Cotton
- Alexandria Paige Courtney
- Brooke L. Crabb
- Autumn Brook Cullum
- Ashton Marie Davis
- Jamison May Doornbos
- John Harford Dorlon IV
- Kathryn Emily Elwell
- Ashlyn K. Enright
- Mary J. Erdmann
- Elizabeth Irene Farmer
- Nicholas C. Frey
- Destiny Korryn Gammill
- Rosa Nicole Gorham
- Carlyn Monet Guthrie
- Garrett R. Harper

**SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES**
- Claire Meredith Daniel

• Multidisciplinary Studies •

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**
- Kassie Elaine Adams
- Hannah Jane Beeson
- Grace Isabelle Buffler
- Abigail M. Childers
- Anna Ruth Cox
- Michaela Rose Cox
- Adelaide Mckenzie Jackson
- Derrick Lee James
Cody Michael Jones
Alyssa Danielle Joyal
Sellor Franklin Lane
Breanna Rae Lubinski
Matthew John Moreland
Jessica A. Pickle

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Erica Marie Shottenkirk Ades

• Multimedia Journalism •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Faith Anne Bollom
Aubrey Nicole Cooper
Caelyn Bre Cox
Zoe Janae Kent-Ferraro
Garrett R. Kirksey
Katy Lynn Leard
Emmett Dawn McKeel

• Music Industry •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Mckenna Lynn Collier

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Max Waller Sise
Draven Dee Thomas

• Physics •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Jaden Bryan Dixon

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
John Quincy Mulready

• Physiology •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Kennedy Ashton Ammeter
Torie Lashelle Cayton
Jake Jeffrey Duncan
J. Carrson French
Hope Lauren Gallagher
Saylor Faith Hampton
Madeline Sydney Loosen
Amber Elizabeth Main
Brannon Keyes Maravich

• Plant Biology •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Gabriel Alanis Barber
Rachel Elizabeth Crittell
John Harford Dorlon IV

• Political Science •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Michael Edward Bardwell
Lushelis Berrios

Jesse Lee Rake
Hannah Jane Rath
Layne Madison Stover
Rebecca Anne Vaughan
Kaitlyn Jane Welker
Carter Alan Whitesell

McCall Rose DeQuasie

Samuel Joseph Milek
Brodie Evan Myers
Gavin Atticus Pendergraaff
Lilly Noelle Smith
Billy Sneed, Jr.
Lauryn Danae Thomas
Mikaila Rinelle Vaughn

Stephanie T. Reece

Sydney Onyx Wannebo

Casper McPherson

Dillon A. Nadal
Michelle Phuong Tran Nguyen
Ashley Sarah Puccetti Price
Chloe M. Scheitzach
Eleanor Ariane Shepard
Katelyn Madison Stewart
Sydney Elizabeth Storts
Bryson Mathias Wagner
Caden Bryce Williams

Rosa Nicole Gorham
Gabrielle M. Perez
Emily Rose Rillo

Alexandria Lake Bias
Cody Ross Burch
Madeline Joy Burd  
Camden V. Chadwick  
Cole Benjamin Davenport  
Maddison Grace Farris  
Katherina Elizabeth Farrow  
Michael Allen Fetters  
Ethan Henry Goldberg  
Breanna R. Hall  
Allison Elizabeth Harper  
Kennady Jeanette Harper  
Jonas Dean Heath  
Camille Lynne Hecht  
Kaleb DeShaune Holdman  
Julian A. Irwin  
Angelica Rachel DeeAnn Keck  
Joel Owen Kocher II  
Julie Elizabeth Kulla  

Michelle Fernanda Martinez Palestina  
Anne Marie McCormack  
Reagan Hope Page  
Jessica Lynne Parker  
Bailey Lynn Pittman  
Riley Frank Pritzlaff  
Samary Esmeralda Simpson-Jimenez  
Karlene Devor Stelling  
Malorie Fern Stick  
Joshua Keith Taylor  
Kaitlin Grace Taylor  
Lauryn Danae Thomas  
London P. Van Pelt  
Zachery Jay Walker  
Carly Brooke Wilbourn  
Mackenzie Audrey Wilson  
Taylor James Woodrum

**SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES**

Lilly Anne Anderson  
Liam Thomas Black  
Karlene Devor Stelling  

**Psychology**

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**

Ariadni Adamopoulou  
Payton Jo Adamson  
Marwa Kamal Al-Alawneh  
Ahylin Paola Arce-Ramos  
Kobe Garrett Ayers  
Kayla Marie Barber  
Meredith Bartlett  
DeYonna Marie Beachem  
Abigail M. Bellatti  
Jordan Jeanne Bergdall  
Bailey Jewel Black  
Ashlynn Nicole Bokesch  
Ashlee Nicole Brewer  
Dayna Alise Brown  
Melanie Marie Burden  
Lauren Marie Burgess  
Michelle Lee Byram  
Baylee Ann Calico  
Haylee Diane Campbell  
Salome Marie Charron  
Rainy Anne Cheater  
Julia Claire Coffman  
Bianca M. Coleman  
Tatelon Carroll Collie  
Savanna Nacole Conn  
Baylee N. Cook  
Reagan Lynn Cooper  
Alycia Renee Crabb  
Jessica Lee DeLong  
Madison Reece Dill  
Rilee Reese Duck  
Jodi Ebnit  
Landon Scott Edwards  
Olivia Rae Ek

Alyssa Valdez  
Mar’Tessa M. Willis  
Riley Lauren Ellison  
Isaac J. Ewers  
Christina Ann Farley  
Britni Leigh Fletcher  
Jessica Leslie Foster  
Olivia Grace Gibble  
Amanda Cloe Gonzalez  
Lillian Kay Goode  
Taylor R. Graffman  
Faith Monae Grayson  
Joshua Duane Guynes  
Rahel Abraham Hagos  
Caroline Paige Hamblin  
Trystan Raen Hamilton  
Raevan Lee Hanan  
Katherine Marie Hards  
Calynn Riese Hartwell  
Jason Delaney Henson  
Gwendolyn Christine Hill  
Mackenzie Shayne Hodges  
Talana Renee Holland  
Lauren Nicole Holste  
Claire Butler Hornibrook  
Cherece Marion Rupasi Hudson  
Kristin Elizabeth Iwata  
Jasmine Jewell Jackson  
Jayden Latrel Jackson  
Sierra D. Jackson  
Brandon A. James  
Sarah Nicole Casady Jensen  
Savannah Marie Johnson  
Arianna Mechele Jones  
Luke Thomas Jones  
Sarah Elizabeth Joslin
Rachel Chloe Kaiser
Madison Grace Kehr
Alisha Nicole Kellogg
Brayden Nicolas Kelly
Karissa Brooke Kennedy
Jenna Kerdus
Alexys DeNae Keys
Emily Ann Kirkpatrick
Kyle Andrew Kissinger
Claire Elizabeth Krisman
Chloe Caitlyn Alexsia Labadie
Cheyenne E. Lam
L. Braxton Michael Lamunyon
Sage Lavon Love
Katelyn Ashleigh Lower
Grace Elizabeth Markwell
Jalyn A. Marston
Adrian Willie Mccarter
Janet Lynn McClure
Kyle Lee McKenzie
Bailey Renae McLeod
Amber N. McMillian
Kaylee Kelleen McNeely
Colton Lee McVicker
Ashley Olivia Mehmken
Allison Elizabeth Metzger
Anahi Montes
Fredrick Rayfield Moore
Kayleigh Shea Moulton
Stephanie Mae Moyer
Allie Darlene Murphy
Kylee Faith Myers
Kristan Elizabeth Neufeld
Sydney Lee North
Jaedan K. Northcutt
Jessica J. Oliver
Savanna Katelyn Ortiz
Madeline Ottserson
Jennifer Gabrielle Ouradnik
Riddhi Pinakin Patel
Elizabeth Dale Patterson
Skylar Marie Pendergraft
Caroline Harris Pitzer
Cade T. Platt

Summer 2023 Candidates

Sara F. Bedri
Samantha Jane Bennett
Maddison Kathryn Bernard
Piper Jane Bozeman
Tiara N. Brown
Braeden Gene Collier
Justina Renee Coronado
Laurel Grace Davis
Cooper James Fuksa
Allison Claire Gauldin
Trajean Reese Hargro
Trinity Michelle Milligan
Kylee Lynn Munson

Hannah Jane Rath
Sonora Renee Reagh
Isabella Faith Reynolds
Allyn Adele Richardson
Porsha M. Richardson
Mayci Rayne Roberts
Miranda Rae Robinson
Laralin Michelle Rogers
Jaci Jordan Ross
Ashlynn Faith Roy
Abraham Isaac Ruiz
Wesley Scott Sachs
Marilyss Anana Saldivar
Elena Maria Sales
Morgan Lynn Sammons
Tabrysis Nyrique Shelton I
Zaynah Khaldoun Shwiyat
Charley Rose Simonton
Alyssa Riley Spangle
Emma LuNell Spotanski
Elizabeth Faye Sykora
Gracelin Taliiaferro
Glennae BreAnn Taylor
Sydney Mae Taylor
Aaron J. Thomas
Ashleigh Ronnae Thompson
Julia Grace Thornton
Chelsea Eryn Treichler
Ryen E. Turk
Abbey Dawn Vanover
Priscilla Vargas-Perez
Stephanie Vazquez
Evalynn Rose Vierheller
Peyton Sophia Vincze
Grace D. Walker
Alexandra Melissa Walraven
Taylor Morgan Weier
Chloe Renee White
Katherine Elizabeth Williams
Mackenzie Rae Wood
Catherine Xiong
Natalie Estel Ysasaga
Sarah Elizabeth Ziehme

Madison Amber Nottingham
Alexis Lynzi Perez
Laurel Grace Popin
Blake William Ring
Lillian Frances Sallinger
Elizabeth Kaye Sharp
Mason J. Snelling
Taylor McKinzie Troglin
Shanice Isabell Velez-Patron
Mycah Nicolle Wells
Brandon R. Wilk
Shayla Rhea Wilson
L’Donn Kristopher Ybarra
• Sociology •

**Spring 2023 Candidates**

Chandler Nicole Byers  
Ashlynn Elisabeth- Lee Davis  
Keyonah Shanteh Dotson  
Tessa R. Dubois  
Ryanne Vaughn Edmonson  
Molly Claire Franks  
Andy Rahman Frels  
Laura Jean Galama  
Brandon Desean Gillespie  
Cooper Joseph Goldsworthy  
Isabelle C. Juarez  
Elizabeth Grace Knepler  
Julie Elizabeth Kulla  
Aidan Clifford Martin  
Jimmy Dale McSwain  
ReAnn Daley Nowlin  
Elizabeth Dale Patterson  
Jaden Grace Peterie  
Graciela Rosa  
Monserrat Galilea Solorzano  
London P. Van Pelt  
Andrew Jeffrey Wilkie  
Chainie Alexis Williams  
McKenzie Kerin Wilson

**Summer 2023 Candidates**

Krysten A. Holman  
Eve Lea Nance

• Sports Media •

**Spring 2023 Candidates**

Andrew Carter Allen  
Jace Kenneth Andrews  
Rowdy Michael Ivan Baribeau, Jr.  
Jaden LeShon Besteda  
Noah Harris Blackwell  
Alex W. Callaway  
Benjamin Cooper Cohen  
Alexandra Olivia Dusky  
Adam Giuseppe Engel  
Ian Michael Fain  
Abby Forster  
Mason B. Horn  
Benjamin Douglas Hutchens  
Samuel Theodore Hutchens  
Asa Brent Lucas  
George Owen McCormick  
Karsten P. Melton  
Gavin Atticus Pendergraft  
Luke Anthony Santangelo  
Hayden Thomas Simmons  
Beau Hunter Smith  
Parker Justin Sommers  
Carter James Stanton  
Kaleb Michael Tadpole  
Jaxton Kent Thompson  
Timothy William Webb  
Charles Noah Weber

**Summer 2023 Candidates**

Chloe Kathryn Hatfield

• Statistics •

**Spring 2023 Candidates**

Callista Diane Croci  
Morgan Elizabeth Gilliam  
Benjamin T. Houser  
Ziang Li  
Taylor Lauren Roe

**Summer 2023 Candidates**

Autumn C. Conneywerdy

• Strategic Communication •

**Spring 2023 Candidates**

Faith Anne Bollom  
Sarah Grace Cornett  
Aubrey Lee Craig  
Hadley Kate DeJarnette  
Kate Douglas  
Keagan Shea Engle  
Hailey Renae Ficklin  
Sanye Lynell Ford  
Riley Thomas Gay  
Lilly Starr Guyer  
Taylor McKynna Hatheway  
Natalie Melynn Henderson  
Hayden Faith Holland  
Zachary Robert Hunter  
Brooke Rene Lamey  
Claire Elizabeth Land
Natalie Kay Leding
Morgan Riley Martin
Brennyn Claire May
Katherine Elizabeth Militzer
Murphy M. Mills
Alexa Montesino
Joaquin L. Montiel
Abbi Beth Nicholas
Rhett Avery Normand
Kelly Maria O’Connor
Emma Teschner Phibbs
Allie Nicole Putman
Elizabeth Rose Ray
Scott Holland Relyea
Maranda Kay Ringler
Makala Fern Roberson
Sydney Paige Simmons
Haley Lyn Simpson
Bailey Suzanne Sisk
Abigail T. Smith
Cayla Renee Smith
Kenlee Brooke Smith
Billy Sneed, Jr.
Emily Claire Stefanoff
Emma J. Tappana
Gabrielle O. Tiger
Aubrey Lauren Treumann
Olivia Claire Trolinger
Isabella Yvonne Vu
Chloe Denane Walton
Cooper D. Ward
Morgyn Niyah Wynne

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Trent Wilson Winchester

• Zoology •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Kaylee Ryann Aber
Rachel L. Atherton
Lindsey Kate Bandl
Sara Marie Box
Kaitlyn Christine Branson
Ashley Revah Nicole Chestnut
Carly Taylor Clark
Cheyenne Nicole Coppinger
Karisma Rain Danker
Morgan Erne
Jasmine Marie Gove
Maggie Mae Grappe
Raygen D. Hodge
Patrick Gary Joyce
Julia Grace Leaumont
William Alexander Lewis
Amber Elizabeth Main
Anthony Geovanni Morales
Emily Cate Nations
Callie Ann Norris
Kaylyn DaNae Officer
Benjamin Mason Parker
Johnathan Perez
Thomas Scott Raczkowski
Natalie Grace Santos
Andrew Ford Sinnes
Zachary Stephen Stavinoha
Jack Thomas Taylor
Savannah Skye West

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Emma Louise Fike
Rhett Thomas Gay
Emilee R. Harmon
Olivia Layne Knowles
Amy Lauren Webb

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Mitchell Armstrong
Andrew M. Best
Constance Quotomeana Boler
Mary Kathryn Carter
Ryleigh Erin Clem
Collin James Cline
Barbara Bischoff Egan
Isabella Magdalena Hadley
Chloe Cornelia Johnson
Jeremiah Paul Johnson
Madisyn Mariah Mcletchie
Tyler James Millard
Kyle Andrew Miller
Miguel Morfin Valencia
Brandon Lee Neat
Erin Elizabeth Newton
Patrick Jess Riggis
Cody Dennis Swearingen
Irish Viva LeAnn Watrous
Jillian Rose Wheeler
Simon Wong
Christine Allene Young
SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Ben Stratford Abram

Shawnta Gillard
College of Education and Human Sciences
Jon E. Pedersen, Dean

Bachelor of Science

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •

Spring 2023 Candidates

Gavin W. Abendschein
Aidan Drake Adams
Cade Andrew Albracht
Faisal Ahmed M Aleid
Faisal Buraik N Alradadi
Faisal Abdullah S Alshehri
Mohammed Waslallah Altiai
Duncan Alexander Balderson
Matthew Walter Boutin
Benjamin William Brandt
Joshua Scott Brant
Derek Lee Byrd
Timothy Allen Campbell
Jacee Kalyn Cole
Joshua Alexander Cole
Anna Catherine Cook
Madison Rose Cook
Benjamin Aidan Cornelli
Mason De Armitt Corr
Kristen R. Cunningham
Nicholas Victor Del Moral
Rachel Renee Dillard
Kane William Duff
Andrew Edward Eakle
Kyra Nicole Edstrom
Cody William England
Joshua Roy Ferrell
William Blake Forrest
Axel Athanasios Fox
Caleb Arden Gibbs
Brennan C. Gipson
Coby Lee Good
Corbin G. Hane
Parker Shea Heilig
Lorenzo Michael Hendricks
Jacob Thomas Hickox
Karter Elaine Hill
Nathan Stuart Hurteau
Logan Michael Hurtz

Talal Abdulhadi F Ibnshamsah
Marques Dennis Johnson, Jr.
Sarah Kay Johnson
Jeffrey Adam Kabello
Dahlton Mataeus Katter
Megan Elizabeth Kirby
Hayden A. Knox
Justin Jay Lico
Nathan C. Lindberg
Kelsey Nicole Loustaunau
Justin Stanley Lund
Michael Joseph McKenzie
Andrew Cash Merutka
Jack Ryan Miller
Zane Ryan Montgomery
Joseph William Morrow
Hunter Glen Muncrif
Owen H. Navarro
Thomas Pearson Nelson
Eden Rose Nilsson
Morgan Zachary Prawl
Allison Blake Ramsey
Claire Elizabeth Reader
Robert Morgan Rightmire
Keaton Allen Robinson
Micah Hans Rogne
Garrett Ashton Rose
Emad Talaat Shawli
Aubrey James Sills
Andrew Marco Speltz
Meghan Barrett Spooner
Kenneth James Sweeney
Jaden Matthew Thomason
Logan Patrick Vawter
Nicholas Spencer Voyles
Sadie Lynn Walters
Edgar Franklin Williams III
James Bailey Windham
Jake Cooper Wright

Summer 2023 Candidates

Abdulaziz Abdullah M Al-Shahrani
Grant Garrison Elmore
Taylor Scott Fly
Rebekah Frances Harris
John Devon McCune
Summer M. Mclaughlin
Brandon Allen Reed

John Jay Ringo
Evan Wyatt Robinson
Chase Allan Salembier
Elijah David Siebersma
Brett Michael Smith
Zachary Owen Talbot
Aidan James Tune
• Applied Exercise Science •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Taylor Samone Acree
Brianna Lynne Addington
Jessica Loree Allen
Tiffany Lynn Ayres
Zoe Jean Baer
Aspyn N. Barta
Caleb D. Betts
Tavar Reon Booze
Dillard Darrion Bowie
Rae-Anna F. Bright
Katelynn Nicole Carwile
Taye Mackenzie Chadwell
Rylee Jo Coday
Chloe Renee Conner
Anna Cherie Crowder
Emily Denise DeLeon
Katarina Mae Durbin
Tasia Dayle England
Madison Leigh Evans
Weston Riley Franklin
Morgan Alisse Glauque
Lauren Marie Goodwin
Kendall Elizabeth Guillory
Jalin Jon Charles Harper
Parker Ray Harrigill
Sydney Faith Hendrick
Keegan Ashley Hines
Jaiden Renee Holloway
Justin George Horwitz
Shelby G. Hubbard
Paige Loree Hughes
Madelynn Langley
Landrie Diann Lewallen
Jared Michael Lewis
Charles Frasier Licare
Osvaldo Raul Lora
Alexandra Raquelle Lutz
Carson Lawrence Lybarger
Mackenzie Elizabeth Marler
Preston Jeffrey Martinson
Allison Elizabeth Metzger
Zachary A. Millsbaugh
James Michael Morris III
Morgan Leigh Musselman
William Garrett Oliver
Bryce J. Palmer
Taylor Makenzie Posey
Nataylor Dacole Ratcliff
Katelyn Elizabeth Shaffer
Arash Jordan Shakeeb
Justin Spencer Shelite
Kody S. Smith
Ivy Zadia Spieker
Hannah Louise Taylor
Dakota Kane Vaughan
Jared Bradley Warburton
Joshua Caden Watts
Shaylyn Jess Whiteley
Jarad Adrian Whitfield
Naudia Ta’Kai Whitlock
Katy Elizabeth Whitt
Katelyn Renae Williams
Mia Corrin Young

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES

Hannah Elizabeth Biles
Claire Nicole Bridgewater
Cole Wayne Crownover
Nathan C. Engles
Temi Myers Flowers
Coleman Lee Harrison
Hayden Chase Hart
Savannah CD McDaniel
Chelsey R. Summerlin
Andrew Carter Towne

• Design, Housing and Merchandising •

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES

Jo Ann Bene
Rachel Marion Minick

• Early Child Care and Development •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Shannon Mae O’Meillia
Dedra Kay Salazar

• Elementary Education •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Catherine Lee Anderson
Ashley Renea Araujo
Meredith Flynn Ashley
Brooke A. Bailey
Olivia H. Barron
Hailey Susan Berkinshaw
Brooke Noelle Blackstock
Chloe Ann Graves Bundy
Katie Suzanne Cheatham
Lydia Ann Cottle
Ellaina Jo Cowing
Caitlyn Crawford
Allison Renee Davidson Sledge
Brianna Jo Deeds
Shayla Nicole DellAnno
Maeghan Renee Douthit
Madilyn Gayle Dunn
Callan Theresa Eckert
Sallyn Nicole Edson
Taylor Grace Ellis
Jenna Christine Flamm
Lauren Nicole Floyd
Alicia Clarisse Garrett
Chloe Brianne Golightly
Nuvia Isabel Gonzalez
Heather D. Grauberger
Kaila Guenther
Ava Kathleen Hayes
Logan Elizabeth Hilcher
Katherine Rebecca Holcomb
Rylee Elizabeth Hough
Isabelle Sue Inman
Matheline Grace Hope Janes
Addie Victoria Jarrett
Jenny Rebecca Jones
Sierra Isabel Jones
Ashtyn Lauryn Kenny
Kara Elizabeth Kroeger
Jordan Dee Ann Lathrop
Madison Noelle Leifheit
Meagan Ann Lyon

Stephen Blake Massey
Leanna R. McCray
Lesliee Guadalupe Medina
Brookelyn McKenzie North
Loren Michelle Padden
Sidney Lynn Paoli
Sarah Margaret Parenti
Madison Paige Pierce
Irvin Daniel Pina
Abigail Elizabeth Pope
Jessica Rodriguez
Kelci Mae Schroeder
Tabitha L. Scoggins
Brooke Nicole Scoville
Peyton Charlotte Segars
Sierra Jean Sissom
Dylan Michael Tadrus
Jayna Lynn Taylor
Emmeeal Mae Thompson
Kathleen Kelly Unterschuetz
Reagan Lynn Valle
Karsyn D. Van Meter
Brittany Nichole Vess
Aubrey Kaylynn Wallace
Kaitlin Nicole Warford
Aubrey Collette Wells
Jami L. Wheeler
Shontana Kristine Wilhelm
Olivia Lynne Wilt
Allison Kay Workman Branch
Kaitlyn Nicole Youngberg

• Health Education and Promotion •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Natalie Finney Ayres
Courtney Marie Cain
Paige MacKenzie Decker
Callie Shannon Huff
Ashley Lynne Jacobs
Mackenzie Nicole Noble
Gerardo Rodriguez
Marlene Sue Torres Schulte
Braden Cordell Winfield
Diego Alberto Zavala

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Jarod Victor Lee Lorenz
Taimoor Ahmed Malik
Julianne Khee-Chin Ng
Lauren Elizabeth Savage
Hailea Jo Stemm
Dillon Anthony Tredway

• Human Development and Family Science •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Cole Michael Atkins
Maegan Lynn Phillips
Carson Olivia Proctor

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Raylee Alexandra Conn

• Nursing: RN to BSN •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Sandra Lynn Clement
Elizaveta A. Denney
Felicia Anne Garcia
Casandra Dale Guazdausky
Sarah Nicole Hickey
Sierra Heather Longoria
Kayci Brooke Loveland
Armel Ngah
Stacie Pugh

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Michael Joseph William Dudash

• Nutritional Sciences •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Stefanie Lee Eastin
Devon Tu Le

• Physical Education •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Michael Eugene Duke

• Public Health •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Liliana Crystal Diagostine
Sarah Madeline Eubanks
Yaqueline Martinez Garcia

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Noah Emmanuel Dao
Amanda L. Goad

• Recreation Management •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Isaac William Fox

• Recreation Management and Recreational Therapy •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Samuel A. Arteaga
Sara Makenzie Ashbaker
Brendan Neil Bhargava
Cory Allan Bivens
Hannah Jean Bockelman
Kennedy Jo Brumbelow
Sara Fallon Chalupa
Abbigail McKenzie Gummer
Haley Brynn Hammons
Clayton S. Hurst

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Jeffery Glenn Booth
Katheryn Jae Harvill

• Secondary Education •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Blake William Balenseifen
Sydney Anne Beam
Abbey Dawn Billman
Alexis Noel Blevins
Mackenzie Ruth Borchardt
Mary Peyton Brewhington
William Richard Lee Cash
Bailey Maria Davenport

Dayna Morgan Shinkle
Christina Sterling
Tara Nicole Williams

Joshua David Major
Isabel Marie Ultzsch

Andrew Richard Randall
Jordan M. Skocik

Ashley Pei Qi Liew
Ambree R. Thomas

Hanna Faith Jackson
Vanessa Elizabeth Lopez
Megan Rae Luster
Abby Rae McNeely
Bailey Cameryn Mitchell
Madelyn Grace Rops
Cacy Marie Scott
Mackenzie Watkins
Bailey Lauren Williams
Han-Hsuan Yu

Trevor Adam Jones
Jordan Lankford

Dakota James Davis
Garrett Ryan Davis
Ethan Thomas Deken
Colton Isaac Evans
Ronald Joseph Faulkner III
Adam Joseph Fraser
Kayla LeAnn Freeman
John Steven Harvey
Summer 2023 Candidates

Emma Jean Hosey
Samuel Joseph Jacobs
Connor Wilson Latham
Luz Vianey Melendez
Leah Sander
Kate Stephani

Jack Thomas Taylor
Franklin Marty Ward
DeAnn Leslie Warne
Parker Todd Wilson
Jordan Nichole Young

Spring 2023 Candidates

Emilee R. Harmon

Sports and Coaching Science

Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences

Design, Housing and Merchandising

Summer 2023 Candidates

Katelyn Marie Allen
Darrien Michelle Brisbin
Kimberly Eliza Bustillo
Taryn Janae Davis-Booker
Chandler L. DeLapp
Lauren Alexandra Dickens
Rebekah Rose Epperly
Erika Suzanne FitzGerald
Lauren Elizabeth Flake
Grace E. Goodrich
Graci Christine Granberry
Brin Michelle Hague
Peyton Elizabeth Hosier
Lakelynn Ray Houck
Hannah Faith Lewis
Anabelle Blair Lindsey
Payton Riley Losh
Miranda Janelle McIver

Elizabeth Sue McKinney
Madison Ann Newton
Alyssa Daron Oates
Madison Jayne Peterman
Sarah Elizabeth Rhinehart
Taylor Rae Robinson
Brighton Hope Roggow
Sam Savage
Carson C. Scott
Lexie Parker Slawson
Abigail Renee Snyder
Leahna Sinoeun So
Sheradyn Elayne Stewart
Brianna Noel Tuso
Alli Danielle Van Buskirk
Calley Gail Watson
Katie Elizabeth Wilson

Summer 2023 Candidates

Melanie Marie Burdge
Sara Elizabeth Cady
Brie Cline
Aliyah Searra England
Mackenzie Amelia Gazaway

Abigail Lee-Anne Haraway
Hope Mackenzie Munzesheimer
Pierson P. Sanders
Alizbeth Breck Wallace

Spring 2023 Candidates

Dedra Kay Salazar
Grace Karylinn Warren

Early Child Care and Development

Spring 2023 Candidates

Kiana Yancy Arreaga
Sara Jane Baird
Ty’Letha D. Barcus
Anna Marie Bolen
Katelynne Ann Bond
Anna Blessing Boyd
Hannah Marie Annette Bradford

Hope Raelyn Brayfield
Sophia Serena Broussard
Kathryn Marie Chisholm
Alexis Brooke Clark
Abigail Danielle Cochrane
Emily Laura Corbett
Jessica Cortez
Susanne Michele Estep
Tatum Lee Everett
Caitlyn Marie Fargo
Azlee Rose Flaming
Kimberly Dawn Foreman
McKenna Elise Foster
Kaleshia Denise Freeman
Hallee BreAnn Fuqua
Jordan Noelle Garrett
Morgan Leigh Geiger
Abby Leigh Gentry
Mercedes Jane Gonzalez
Lauren Nicole Green
Elyce N. Harris
Haley Josephine Harwood
Stephanie Elizabeth Haynes
Jade Eugena House
Tanner LeeAnn Huggins
Brenna Nicole Humphrey
Loren A. Irwin
Audrey Lucile Kassing
Hannah Rechell Lee
Madison JaeLynn Lyons
Rebecca Ann Marr

Summer 2023 Candidates
Jessie Renee Butts
Micah Michelle Cooley
Shirley Aracely Duque
Morgan Paige Looney

Spring 2023 Candidates
Jennifer Alcocer
Kristen Marie Anthamatten
Juliana May Arndt
Shannon Etoile Bailey
Ashley Grace Bruner
Savannah Jane Burgin
Connor Stephen Casey
Lindsey René Colpitts
Cody Bleu Cummins
Isabella Francesca Cutruzzula
Kathleen Nichole Davis
Dana Nicole Elmore
Elyse Claire Futrell
Kyrah Patricia Gonzales
Mary Catherine Green
Katie Ann Hair
Kaithlin Audrey Hartsock
Camryn Elizabeth Horner
Molly Suzanne Jessell
Ashley Grace Johnson
Sophie Mae Johnson
Stacie Rachelle Kelm
Haley Tayla Klassen
Avery Ann Lee
Michiah J’Kolbi Lee McFarland
Sara Marie Mills
Mackenna Sue Morrow
Allison Blanche Morton
Lauren Mackenzie Pelcher
Grace Peterson
Janie Brooke Poteet
Lauren Alyse Purdie
Riley Margaret Rice
Grace Catherine Ritchie
Alyssa Ravae Roemer
Fabiola Sarabia
Caroline Louise Scales
Sydney E. Schmedt
Abigail R. Schultz
Kathryn Elaine Shaw
Madeline Esther Stearman
Erin Alice Stenber
Lindsey Grace Streeter
Sofia Holland Swink
Bella Brooke Thomas
Kinslee Morgan Trueblood
Kayla Marie Webb
Ashlyn Kate Yarbrough

• Nutritional Sciences •

Jennifer Alcocer
Kristen Marie Anthamatten
Juliana May Arndt
Shannon Etoile Bailey
Ashley Grace Bruner
Savannah Jane Burgin
Connor Stephen Casey
Lindsey René Colpitts
Cody Bleu Cummins
Isabella Francesca Cutruzzula
Kathleen Nichole Davis
Dana Nicole Elmore
Elyse Claire Futrell
Kyrah Patricia Gonzales
Mary Catherine Green
Katie Ann Hair
Kaithlin Audrey Hartsock
Camryn Elizabeth Horner
Molly Suzanne Jessell
Ashley Grace Johnson
Sophie Mae Johnson
Stacie Rachelle Kelm
Haley Tayla Klassen
Avery Ann Lee

Angela Christine Littell
Trevor Dean Long
Bailee R. Loveless
Savannah K. Mackey
Elizaveta Sergeevna Melnychenko
Addison Deann Meziere
Ashlee Jo Milenski
Harmon Wade Newell
Donovan James Njerenga Ndewiga
Alex David Obermark
Avi Patel
Haven Brooke Peace
Georgia Olivia Perry
Calli Jewell Ray
Mia Katherine Rooker
Melina A. Rooks
Madeline Irene Salek
Eva Marie Sarver
Savannah Morgan Sawyer
Ava Brooke Sinnes
Savannah Rae Skiles
Kylie Ann Varner
Taryn Nicole Vaught
Jessica Anne Walters
Caitlin Brooke Wardour
Maddison Josie Williams

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Lauren Eileen Dunn

Natalie Claire Yadon
Hannah Lin Marie Leon

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

J’Lyn Nicole Adair
Avery Glenn Anderson III
Kelsey Nicole Anson
Cleophas Omar Blanton
Kalib Xavier Boone
Chloe Elizabeth Case
Shelise Nancy Davis
Kiara Michelle Denton
Cassidy Rae Friesen
Hannah Rose Fullingim
Reason Jones Fuqua
Kendra Rene Goins
Emmit Emanuel Grayson III
Samantha Jo Hale
Tavor Danyon Hammer
Christopher Khalieef Harris, Jr.
Madelyn Rae Heidenreich
Callie R. Jackson
Madyson B. Knox
Bernard Kouma
Lane Clinton-Ray Leach
Amber R. Lewis
Cody Maverick Liebenau

Justin Douglas Long
Rylan Wynter Mcquarters
David Robert Mendham
Ayumi Miyamoto
Kevin Lamont Peterson, Jr.
Harley C. Reagan
Nickolaus J. Roof
Payton Leigh Scott
Madeline Paige Shirey
Makyra Dachelle Tramble
Kobe Tune
Jalen Maurice Valentine
Amell’ya Ashantia Chenier Arianne
Walker
Braxton Allen Watters
Matia J. Weierbach
Jarrod Courtland Wilhite
Jade Skyy Winters
Travis Jeremiah Wittlake, Jr.
Riley N. Woody
Halee D. York

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES

Elijah Warren Berry
Shelby D. Black
Natalie Ryon Brown
Addison Shuyler Day
Valecia Gayle Fletcher
Mattlin Bree Martin
Chloe Marie Mayer

Jordy Joe Mercer
Melna Irene Morrison
Shiryu Oyo
Miranda Ruffcorn
Natalya Lakae Ussery
Angel Winkler
Queyann Tyree Young
Bachelor of Architectural Engineering

Spring 2023 Candidates
Abdulrahman T H A Alotaibi, Sr.  Matthew Josiah Mikesh
Kyler Aidan Carney  Omar B. Salem
Randolph Culhane  Olivia Nicole Simmons
Mohammed J M S Dashti  Peyton Joseph Starkey
Matthew Allen Duewall  Sierra M. Walton
Alicia M. Herrera  Cody James Winters
Kirby E. Lough  Megan Emily Ziegler
Abdulaziz F S A M Malek  Kennadey Brianna Zimmerman

Summer 2023 Candidates
Mohammad Y H GH Moqeem  Alec Lock Wilber

Bachelor of Architecture

Spring 2023 Candidates
Doreen Folasade Adesola  Austin Thanh Nguyen
Keila Vanessa Barrios-Perez  Alekzan Maurice Powell
Brandon Michael Davis  Sean Joseph Rogers
Rachel Elizabeth Erlinger  Emily Sarah Tran
William Blake Fogg  Aubrey Trower
Ali Khudadad Hussein  Gustavo Villegas
Ryan Andrew Lindquist  Thaddeus Jonas Wenger
Rachel Ann Montgomery  Shihao Henry Xia

Summer 2023 Candidates
Nathan Luke Shaffer

Bachelor of Science

• Architectural Design Studies •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Cameron Walter Evans  William Barnes Hentges

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Spring 2023 Candidates
Omar Imadeddine Abouzahr  Erasmo Dominguez, Jr.
Andrew Highland Acupan  Britney L. Dunlap
Serge Arnaud Amangoua  Austin Kaleb Elliott
Ashley Kaitlynn Anderson  Benjamin Burton Fishback
Nolan James Blueback  Tyler J. Funk
Kyler Curtis Bridenstine  Mason Dolan Glover
Jack Milton Buss II  Jared A. Goldman
Patrick Tucker Cheatham  Marcos Fernando Gomez-Moran
Andrew Mackey Cottingham  Austin Christopher Green
Joshua Paul Cozzoni  Jared Michael Greif
Michael Thomas Cuthbertson II  Zachary William Hallman
Skyler August Cuthbertson  Kyle Matthew Hassett
Zachary Alan DeFrees  Mirijan Ararad Hovsepian
Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering

Spring 2023 Candidates

Río Blayne Bonham
Addison Bailey Duling
Emily Ea
Callahan Faye Figgis
Garrison Robert Hall
Kennerly G. Holloway
Brooke Holt
Kimalee A Lawrence
Kelly Marie Lewis

Summer 2023 Candidates

Blake Warden Coday

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

Spring 2023 Candidates

Ali E A M Al Rweili
Bader S N R Alajmi
Abeer Yousef A A A Alkandari
Mohammad A A A M H Alkandari, Sr.
Connor James Allen
Woroud Almutairi
Jack Foye Aruskevicius
Caleb A. Astley
Mohammad Ibrahim Awad
Carson Washburn Ball
Ashley Marie Bauer
Alexandria Lake Bias
Andrew Paul Boeding

Tyler C. Rogalski
Addison James Rothwell
Kaleb Runte
Carson Ray Rutherford
Justin Sam
Kohl Allen Schuler
Xamran Khurrun Shamsi
Payton M. Simmons
Garrett Thomas Smith
Hayden Jeffrey Spillars
Jake Thomas Swanson
Ethaniel Thomas Tobar
Caleb Michael Todd
Blake E. Tonquest
Kyle David Troyer
Anne Marie Van Dyke
Ronald Paul Van Velsor III
Joseph Francis Vita, Jr.
William David Watson
Zachary C. Wattenbarger
Clint Ryan Weathers
Quentin P. Webster
Jonah Yang Weltzheimer
Haleigh Elizabeth Woodbridge
Collin Jacob Wycoff

Blake Aaron Bowden
Griffen B. Campbell
Gillian Alexandria Cannon
Colten Thomas Cates
Caden Allen Combs
Timothy Robert Conetta
Roger Riley Dunham
Elijah Scott Ecklund
Rylie Alexandra Farr
Sarah Elizabeth Foy
Tionne Jean Fultz
Jose Jaime Garcia
Cooper Alan Harrison

**SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES**

Karley Nicole White

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING**

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**

Mezyad M M KH A Abusheeba, Josephine Lee
Alexander Acuna III, Kayla Marie Lyons
Ali A E H Alfadhli, Christian Albert Maldonado
Salman Ayman Alfarhan, Lela Katherine Merkel
Faisal B A M Alkandari, Maryam Mohammed Modhaffr
Barak M M T Alkhaledi, Camden Gregory Patovisti
Mahdy M N J M Alsaaqay, Christian Chandler Pikett
Evelyn Grace Baker, Kassidy Nichelle Powell
Wyatt Adam Barrier, Joseph B. Schmitt
Oscar Antonio Bernal, Chance Beric Sportsman
Hannah Louise Bruce, Lawson Eli Stout
Isaiah David Cotton, Philip Archie Thompson
Megan Lynn Howerton, Hailey Lynn Tyler
Emily Sloane Johnston, Madison K. Wilson

**SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES**

Bethany Dawn Trammell

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING**

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**

Isabell Elaine Cook, Zarek Dylan Rooker
Max Anton DeSantis, Brendan Thomas Schwickerath
Cozette R. Dyer, Joshua Ray Skillings
Daniel Barrett Everheart, Kelvin Finer Tran
Matthew Lee Harms, Bret Michael Vaughn
Brendan M. Ingram, Remington Andrew Ward
Patrick Alexander Laverty, Trenton Taylor Williams
Christian Wesly Moser

**SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES**

Jade Simone Gullic
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Othman Saad Ahmad
Ali Abdullah Alamri
Zahra Ibrahm Alnahwi
Jason Aquino
Justin Dakota Brown
Jared Lane Campbell
Max Anton DeSantis
John Anthony Doudican IV
Cozette R. Dyer
Jaymy DeLane Foister
Stephen Michael Fransen
Dylan Lee Gore
Brendan M. Ingram
Nathaniel Richard Johns
Dayton Ray Masters
Christian Wesly Moser
Sydney Nicole Northcutt
William Henry Ranson
Zarek D. Rooker
Aaron Laszlo Rosen
Peter Joseph Tikalsky
Kelvin Finer Tran
Bret Michael Vaughn
Sahir Sajjad Virani
Remington Andrew Ward

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Jade Simone Gullic

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

• Construction Engineering Technology •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
David Robert Andersen
Mojahed Ibrahim Awad
Evan Cole Baird
Caelan Sanjay Bhide
Braden Kyle Bickle
Jared Marshall Campbell
Brandon D. Coontz
Brock Charles Drew
Abigail Elizabeth Farley
Lannah P. Goad
Mitchell Lane Grant
Dakota Sky Guerrero
Zachary Ryan Hansen
Michael Dale Herrera
Thomas Lachlan Robert Hutton
William Franklin Johnson III
Benjamin William Kopenski
Jacob Keith LaRue
Jack Gabriel Maddox
Carson Grant Mainka
Mark L. Manley
Molly Elizabeth McCrary
Brayden Lake McPherson
Luke Morgan Miller
Palmer J. Moorman
Daniel Morales
Abraham Nunez Hernandez
Scott Christopher Phillips, Jr.
Andrew Charles Plumlee
Benjamin Allen Reinholz
Shane Gregory Richards
Chase A. Roden
James Kelby Schrader
Cody Darrin Smith
Manan Sood
Ethan Yuri Alexander Steadley
Dawson Lane Suthers
Eric Jamal Thurmond, Jr.
Matthew Thomas Townsend
Brandon Lane Uhorn
Derek Allen VanDyke
Matthew Wesley Werner
Reagan Elaine Wilkins

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Blake T. Isham
Jacob C. Starsnic

• Electrical Engineering Technology •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Hunter Jack Gregory Hewitt
Zeb Tell McCollum
Misael Montoya
Ryan Elijah Mouser
Bryce Nii Aryee Okoe
Bryan Pizana
Brenden Jude Wickman
SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Liuyi Bian
Meihao Cheng
Baylor Leslie Cobb
Yu Cui
Derek William Deyarmin
Ziheng Fang
Yesom Gong
Ruohan Guo
Xuefeng Han
Sean Andrew Hart, Jr.
Haokai Huang
Junping Jiang
Yujia Jiang
Michael Andrew Kubicki
Dahae Lee
Jiaxin Li
Xuanchen Li
Xinyu Liu
Lifan Lu
Zhuoxin Luo
Joseph D. Matthews
John Mason Nichols
Zihan Qiu
Wanyun Rao
Ehab Mohammed Saleh
Nicholas Sebastian Scialdone
Qingyao Shi
Cooper John Stanbery
Andi Elizabeth Tice
Jacob Dale Walker
Haoyu Wang
Jiachen Wang
Lanjing Wang
Lili Wang
Minghao Wang
Haijing Wen
Zhenwei Wu
Changgen Xie
Haomiao Yao
Qinnan Zeng
Tongyuan Zhang
Hongtu Zhou
Kejie Zhou
Mingxun Zhou
Yuchen Zhou
Zitai Zhou
Shiyi Zhu

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES

Xinhao Liu
Haijia Tang
Zhongpei Wang

MACHINERY AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Alejandro David Aispuro
Cameron Merino Ayers
Cade F. Bailey
Sean Thomas Bouchery
Luis Carlos Brito
Megan Cheyenne Brown
Brandon Tay Dang
Mark Montgomery Dodson
Wesley Dodson
Alexander Capital Gaines
Jalen Renee Grier
Taylor McKay Groom
Hendrick Riley Howell
Colton John Jung
Ryan Perry Lawson
Garrison Giles Locke
Kyle Allen Lucas
Zachary Ryan Patterson
William Brant Randall
Hunter Montgomery Reitze
Dillon Kade Schmidt
Cameron Irby Thomas
Travis Barrett Thomas
Kenya Khary Williams
Drake J. Wooldridge

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES

Brittany Angel Kelley
Garret Blake Shields

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Brady Daniel David Amox
Sarah Christine Bishop
Gabriel Alejandro Bisogno Mendez
Keaton Marie Carter
Aymen Charmi
Keegan Josiah Cook
Patrick Thomas Cook
Raegen Taylor Daigle
Chris Kent Dyer
Hope B. Goodwin
Jackson Lee Green
Jayden Michelle Grilliette
Cameron Bailey Groenteman
Reece Peyton Hamar
Charles A. Hatfield
Chloe Lauren Jones
Ainsley R. Kyle
Jackson D. Linson
Caitlin Raine Mantooth

Lauren Michele Millis
Ian Andrew Penney
Richard Thomas Reed
David Grant Schwartz
Kent Peter Slater
Jeffrey R. Stockel
Vansee Krishna Sunkar
Calvin Robert Ward
Braden Michael White
Nathan Jay Whitehead
Drew M. Williams
Emma Olivia Wilson
Chas LaSalle Collins Wright

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Cole Andrew Durkee
Iris Maeliz Martinez

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Omar Imadeddine Abouzahr
Andrew Highland Acupan
Luis Humberto Aguero
Israel Alabi
Aldo Albinagorta, Sr.
Rafek Alkhatab
Luke Alexander Allen
Ashley Kaitlynn Anderson
Alec Hunter Bailey
Zackary Alan Baker
Jacob Alexander Bates
Zachary Logan Batterton
Patrick Gerard Begnaud
Joshua T. Black
Nolan James Blueback
Logan Brent Gerhard Brandvold
Kyler Curtis Bridenstine
Jonathan Wesley Buskirk
Jack Milton Busss II
Isaac Daniel Castilleja
Andres H. Chapa
Joshua Michael Chappell
Patrick Tucker Cheatham
Zachary Alexander Claiborne
Parker Scott Clarida
Aaron James Clark
Kaden Gage Clemmer
Christopher Ernest Columbus
Anahuac Alejandro Contreras
Aileen Susan Converse
Andrew Mackey Cottingham
Joshua Paul Cozzoni
Christy Lynn Cravens
Skyler August Cuthbertson
Michael Thomas Cuthbertson II
Bryan Patrick Davis
Bryce A. Davis
Thomas Augustin Davis
Preston Douglas Dean
Zachary Alan DeFrees
Bailey Scott DeSpain
Mohamed Diawara
Erasmo Dominguez, Jr.
Kale Taber Downing
William Jackson Downing
Madison H. Dukes
Britney L. Dunlap
Samuel Jace Dykes
Austin Kaleb Elliott
Margaret Elizabeth English
Ryan Michael Eubanks
Collin Erich Fields
Benjamin Burton Fishback
Thomas Michael Freet
Jack Evert Funderburgh
Tyler J. Funk
Mason Dolan Glover
Jared A. Goldman
Marcos Fernando Gomez-Moran
Austin Christopher Green
Jared Michael Greif
Erik Guerrero
Zachary William Hallman
Avery Randall Hamilton
Benjamin David Harris
Kyle Matthew Hassett
Jake Michael Hayward
Keven Her
Hayden Christine Hilst
Madison L. Holberg
Miriyan Ararad Hovsepian
Patrick Ryan Hull
Benjamin Daniel Jones
Killian R. Kane
Eric Ryan Kelibarth
Carson Bryn Kelly
Muhammad Hannan Khan
Benjamin Patrick Kinkaid
Tristan A. Kohn
Joshua Thomas Kroll
Eli William Lamb
Mary Grace Lammas
Tyler S. Lane
Ezekiel Nathaniel Lappe
Cheyanne MaiVue Lee
Ethan Bret Liddell
James Wade Lopp
Robert Roy Mandrell III
Andrew B. Mandrona
Carinna Rene Marling
Connor Lee Martin
Garrett Scot Martin
Joshua Allen Marvin
James William Masoner
Kaitlyn Michele Matic
Chase Michael Teis McCall
Dylan P. Mitchell
Zackary A. Mitchell
Madison Frances Payne Morton
Braxton Keelan Moreman
Reagan Ndosimau Mpadi
Hunter Martin Nance
Timothy Daniel Nelsen
Tuyen Nguyen
Thomas Wayne Nine I
Alexander Orion Nunley
Stephen Gordon Obayashi
Thomas Patrick O’Connor
Temitope Oluwatobiloba Olopade
Wen Ong
Mark Pavlovich Ovsyannikov
Eric Thomas Pacicca
Gabriel Austin Parker
John Adrian Pescar
Jase Wyatt Pippenger
Newton Sunny Quach
Parker R. Raney
Jake Patrick Rice
Isaiah P. Richmond
Sean Patrick Rieger
Hunter Jacob Riley
Tyler Cody Thomas Riley
Seth J. Robbins
Addison James Rothwell
Madison Paige Rotramel
Brock Paul Rouser
Kaleb Runde

Summer 2023 Candidates
Ahmad Ismail

Bachelor of University Studies

Spring 2023 Candidates
James Lucas Dvorak
Victoria Marie Hart

Carlos Antonio Panduro
SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Denton Relland
FERGUSON COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Thomas G. Coon, Vice President, Dean and Director

BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Adrian M. Alexander
Charlotte Ann Craft
Kassidy Marie Przymus

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL RESOURCES

• Agribusiness •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Jacob Ryan Alonso
Luke Ethan Altermatt
Logan John Amsler
Jacey Diane Baten
Blake K. Bergman
Benjamin Joseph Bezner
Mackenzie Belle Blair
Andrew Dave Bloemhof
Landon Michael Blundell
Blayke Morgan Bolen
Tyler Daved Borelli
Hadle Ranae Brown
Aubrey Mae Buckmaster
Peyton Garrett Burns
Lingke Cao
Anthony Charles Caruso
Taylor Jo Chambers
Kallie LaNell Clifton
Bryce Chase Cormack
Mackenzie Paige Crow
Henry Skallerup Dean
Carson Elizabeth DeWald
Katherine Marie Dixon
Gracey L. Durham
Austin Michael Edwards
Josie Elizabeth Elliott
Payton Michelle Farmer
Lincoln George Forry II
Henley Key Mary Foster
Braydon Kim Frech
Clayton R. Funkhouser
Madison Laura Gunter
Tyler Sherwood Hager
Jiaxin Han
Kortnie Elizabeth Haney
Andrew C. Hardin
Victoria Faye Harris
Makayla Ann Harrison
Emily Nicole Heitschmidt
Tanner Hoekstra
Kaylee Jo Holt
Cade Forrest Jenlink

Yuepeng Jin
Taylor Kennedy Johnson
Riley Lynne Jones
Weston Glen Jones
Patrick W. Kane
Ethan Leon Kendall
Alissa Lynn Kindred
Garrett Ryan Knowles
Jonathan Dale Kuykendall
Katelyn Hannah Leibhart
Hallie Ann Lenochan
Ang Li
Jiaoliang Li
Siying Li
Wenxue Li
Xinyao Li
Yimiao Li
Ziang Li
Gabrielle Bowman Line
Jiadong Liu
Jiahong Liu
Lingfei Liu
Katherine D. Maher
Taya Marie Maxson
Lauren B. May
Chance Lane Mcgill
Ethan Matthew McKeague
Shea Edward Medell
Joseph Phillip Michalski
Gracie Morgan Moody
Baylee Rae Nix
Mark Alger Ozenbaugh
Nicholas James Parizek
Yao Peng
Makenna Rylee Pinkerton
Taylor Randall
Traben Lane Redgate
Hannah Sue Reid
Jackson Rezner
Hougen Sumner Rittenberry
Jackson Robert Robbins
Bethani Ross
Macy Lee Rosselle
Hunter Jerome Savage
Donglizhen Shi
Sarah Delaney Shipman
Garrett Warren Slagell
Sage Laurel Smith
John Traber Smithson
Tyler Wade Steichen
Tyler Joseph Stelzig
Logan Philip Stephens
Cassidy Lea Stowers
Yaoxun Tang

Summer 2023 Candidates
Yuhan Du

• Agricultural Communications •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Braelyn Ann Berlowitz
Sydni Paige Michele Blevins
Camryn Laine Bond
Rylee Grace Broadbent
Rachel Savannah Bucher
Kallie Ann Coakley
Emily Loucinda Cooper
Allyson J. Eller
Megan Elizabeth Fragasso
Alyssa Dee Francis
Lily Isabelle Gisclair
Reagan Elaine Glass
Kelsey Suzanne Gray
Alyssa B. Hardaway
Callie Jordan Keaton
Bree Ann Kisling

Summer 2023 Candidates
Adelaide Marie Mathison
Tatum Kay Swink

• Agricultural Economics •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Teresa Ranay Haddock
Grace K’Lynn Potts

• Agricultural Education •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Curren ReAnn Bailey
Mitchell Jones Battise-Vazquez
Lauren Lynn Bilderback
Matthew C. Breedlove
Grant Kyle Brown
Bailey Michele Cindle
Joseph W. David
Lily Isabelle Gisclair
Majenta Jane Harper
Keegan Riley Hertensen
Seth Junior Jackson

Drew Morgan Vogt
Xiran Wang
Tanner Weston
Bryson R. Wheeler
Blake J. White
Devon Daniel White
Yufei Wu
Tianxin Zhang
Yingqiu Zhang
Runpeng Zhao
Xianglong Zhao
Jiajun Zhu

Aubrey Jaye Layton
Rachel Lane Martin
Grant Broderick McClure
Alexandra Brooke McCracken
Chance Lane Mcgill
Megan Lynn Newlon
Michelle Lynn Noggle
Austin Jay Reim
Jordan Rea Robinson
Molly Grace Sawatzky
Taylor Noelle Scott
Savanna Gloria Souza
Addison Paige Spicer
Drew Morgan Vogt
Sierra Jordan Walter
Emma Kathleen Welch

Izzy Mae Visconti Linares
Melinda Danielle Lowe
Morgan Nicolle Mills
Britnie Renee Nibarger
Makala Rose Parsons
Haley Anne Shelton
Kiley N. Spangler
Addison Paige Spicer
Sarah Paige Tarr
Tanner Wyatt Taylor
Jessi Rose Treece
• Agricultural Leadership •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Shelby Lea Bergman
Ashley Danielle Bratcher
Grant Kyle Brown
Shelby Dinale Burlile
Charles Brett Chapman
Dorn Einar Craig, Jr.
Leah Gae Haxton
Cole Matthew Herman
Jackson Ryan Howell

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Clayton T. Lester
Blake Thomas Morgan

• Agricultural Systems Technology •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Michael Donovan Bird

• Animal Science •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Ariana Cristina Acuña
Jaya DeShae Adair
Megan Elizabeth Adkins
Krista Marie Allscheid
Miakaela Renee Anderson
Caden R. Arnold
Madison Brooke Baker
Tavin Rene Barry
Taylar Nicole Beal
Kearstin M. Beaty
Iyana Tarae Bitson
Samuel Cade Blassingame
Kevin C. Bornemann
Wyatt Kody Brown
Rachel Savannah Bucher
Hana Elizabeth Buckley
Mackayla Laine Bullinger
Brooklyn Hattie Burden
Caroline Grace Burke
Jules Randall Callaham
Krista Marie Carrico
Elizabeth Lauren Carson
Tate Kyncaide Caughman
Heather Caitlyn Cleveland
Charlee Baret Coffman
Ashleigh Nicole Collins
Kylene Christine Copeland
Justin Troy Cozzi
Tristan Leslie Crick
Rebecca Linn Cromack
Kinsey Amanda Grace Crowe
Hannah Rose Marie Davis
Hannah E. DeHaas
Amy Marie D’Epagnier

Ashlynn B. Vinson
Whitney Leigh Walker
Darla Rae Watts

Ashlynn B. Vinson
Whitney Leigh Walker
Darla Rae Watts

Celine Catherine Walker

Kellen Ross Smith

Elisa Catherine Evenson Garnsey
Madelyn Anne Gerken
Summer M. Gipson
Madison Kenley Goecke
Salvador Americo Gonzalez
Cole Trevor Goodnight
Daniel T. Goodwin
Kavon Brice Graham II
Kelsey Suzanne Gray
Stephanie TeNeille Gripp
Destiny Lyne Hamilton
Kyle K. Hargrove
AuVanna Marie Harmon
Kelli L. Harper
Grace Elizabeth Harris
Connor Joseph Hayes
Delaney Renee Heath
Anita Nichole Hedrick
Dakota Chase Heidt
Jake Hunter Hill
Eva Verkin Hinrichsen
Briana Kira Juillet Howard
Stacie Michelle Huff
Kace Hoffman Ingvoldsen
Briley V. Jarvis
Ashley Elisabeth Jirik
Ciara Sage Johnson
Tiffany Maria Johnson
Caroline Nicole Jones
Lauren E. Jones
Kale Joe Kennedy
Catherine Anne Kimball
Lexy Morgan Koehn
Sophia Johanny Nyikos Kohrs
Olivia Grace Kolmer
Katherine Nicole Kurtz
Dana Marie Kusch
Keri Ann Landry
Samantha Lynn Leach
Kylar William Lee
Nicolette Alison Lee
Cassidy Rianne Levings
Lucy Ann Lewis
Hunter Kristine Lock
Eryn K. Lynn
Breiya Mae Madison
Tyler David Magdych
Anna J. Manes
Kailee Marie Marshak
Emery Lee Martin
Rachel Lane Martin
Raylee Jaye Martin
Breana J. Marts
Lexi Jo Maughmer
Mollyann Louise Mauldin
Alexis Marie McCollough
Chace Addison McCoy
Masen Brett William McCurry
Makenna Mae McKendrick
Julianna Marie McNeil
Madison Danelle McRae
Dylan T. Meacham
Kaylee Grace Meyer
Montell Layne Meyer
Sierra Leigh Miles
Shelby Abigail Millburn
Amber Kathleen Miller
Brock Evan Montgomery
Jacksen G. Moore
Kathryn Janelle Moore
Isabel Genevieve Murillo
Hudson Jack Myers
Madison Nicole Neill
Thomas Glen Netzke
Megan Lynn Newlon
Erica Nightengale
Sreychong Nith
Morgan Paige Odom
Taylor Jae Parrish

Shaina Marie Pennington
Levi C. Perry
Rette Alby Peters
Makensi Nicole Phelps
Amber Nicole Pierce
Mallory K. Pursell
Joseph Austin Quinn
Emily Elizabeth Regler
Natalee Taite Richardson
Abbie Jene Richey
Trey Richard Roberts
Noah A. Rogers
Rachel Marie Rolando
Kaitlyn Marie Roush
Bailey Renee Rubin
Alexandra Blake Russell
Alexis Lauren Ruthart
Julia Marie Sanderson
Molly Grace Sawatzky
Magan Nichol Scarbrough
Carley Laine Schroeder
Jaden Nicole Severin
Haley Anne Shelton
Savannah Jo Siegler
Aspen Marie Silva
Jett Micheal Smith
Riley Kenneth Smith
Wyatt Michael Snapp
Laila Gamal Ahmed Soliman
Kevin Jason Spicer
Jenna Beth Steadman
Tanner Stevens
Brayden Price Stewart
Kaitlin Grace Taylor
May Lia Thao
Mary Ferne Thompson
Jake Thomas Thorp
Robyn Lee Tibble
Owen Robert Tolar
Jacob Toombs
Taylor Danielle Vap
Garrett Thomas Vaughan
Kyler Jay Vernon
Garrett Michael Walsh
Katherine Haley Walsh
Elyse Linden Warren
Shaylin Elizabeth Weygandt
Katie Lane Whitfield
Kalley Rae Whitlock
Jade Oanny Wilkinson
Alexandra Nicole Williams
Taylor Allen Williams
Jacqueline Louisa Maria Wright

Summer 2023 Candidates
Jeffrey Alex Beratto
Lindsey Michelle Davidson
Yasmin Brianna Green
John William Hogberg

Stock Meyer Martin
Sydnie Ann Opolka
Keegan Joel Padgett
Kaid Raymond-Werner Reininger
Jordyn Michelle Walker  Tessa Nicole Williams
Tristen Alodie Walling  Ragan Wilson

**Biochemistry and Molecular Biology**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
John-Michael Stephen Balcerak  Harlee Shea Newby
Josiaha G. Beal  Zhe Kai Ng
Elizabeth Adeline Coody  Morgan Rashell Nipp
Victoria Grace Furfey  Tatum Lynn Norwood
Heidi Lyn Hanks  Mary V. Parnell
Elaina Harlan  Landon Joseph Rogers
Kayla Marie Henry  Hunter Levi Salyer
Kathryn Elizabeth Hobbs  Shelby Ann Sanders
Emma Rose-Marie Kempton  Lillie Brooke Snider
Madelyn Ann Mayfield  Jacob Ryan Swenson
Nathan William Mears  Addison Lynn Wall
Aidan Davis Moore  Carson Lee Wright
Jacksen G. Moore  Annie Gaojou Yang

**Entomology**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Lily Robin Cooper  Jack Charles Milligan
Delaney Frances Jones  Joshua Eli Shaw
Sarah Kathleen LaFramboise  Tessa Rae White

**Summer 2023 Candidates**
Christian R. Kimble

**Environmental Science**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Cade A. Crockett  Emma Katherine McFarland
Taylor Marie Frentz  Cameron Dale McLemore, Jr.
Isabelle Sarah Gonzales  Sydney Ann Page
Melinda Edeele Kant  Avery N. Ware
Bailey Morgan Masterson  Jared M. White

**Food Science**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Grace Elizabeth Harris  Hoyt Douglas Nebgen
Lexy Morgan Koehn  Dalaney Jane Vickrey

**Horticulture**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Molly Louise Born  Codie Vance Renegar
Wyatt Allen Ray Hensley  Belen Alexia Rodriguez
Pamela Jean Latham  Trevor D. Shaw
Dylan Levings  Faith Caroline Shirley
Julia Lynn Pirtle  Dexter Dean Wolf
Parker R. Pruett  Abbie Lynn Wooten

**Natural Resource Ecology and Management**

**Spring 2023 Candidates**
Gunnar James Buescher  Chandler Clay Darnell
Autumn McKenzie Colley  Shirin XiaoHan Eijsink
Jake L. Cooper  Jaycee Ferguson
Kyra Cornelisen  Kyle Barton Fogleman
Jacob Edward Daniels  Dawson Blake Garrett
Carly N. Gruntmeir
Abigail Elizabeth Johns
Marissa Ann Johnson
Jacob Paul Libby
Patrick Luke McMahon
Mona A. Meiser
Brandon Edward Murray
Riley Allen Jerald O’Steen
Travis Andrew Reddout
Laurel Irene Regan

Jackson Wolfe Russell
Renee Catherine Schuette
Jake Kohl Schultz
Eva Kristina Sneed
Zackry A. Stamps
Kamdyn Ann VanDorn
Jackson Watts
Madaline B. Watts
Tyler Ray Wilson

**SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES**
jerret dane carpenter

**• Plant and Soil Science •**

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**

Logan Connor Barnes
Kalyn Renee Flaharty
Avery D. Hoggard
Joseph Xavier William Matousek
James Ryan Miller

Brock Anthony Moman
Jakotah Temple Powers
Ian Christopher Robson
Tee J. Trotter
Tristian Lea Williams

**BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES**

**SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES**

Cheyenne Elizabeth Britt
Ginny L. Brown
Ashton Grace Earp
Keylee JaMae Frans
Keely Jordan Goodridge
Sydney Nicole Herring

Case Mikael Marsh
Micah Wayne Mckamie
Wyatt William Ralston Slade
Kathryn Nicole Wheeler
Madison Rayne Yoder
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

- Accounting -

Spring 2023 Candidates

Deanna Ackerman
Blake Robert Alexander
Sydney Anna Beadles
Tyler Joseph Beaman
Andrea Elizabeth Bentley
Cole Edward Bergstrom
Dax F. Berry
Hannah Elizabeth Brenning
Hallie Gail Burn
Hailey Nicole Cassaday
Charla Christine Christian
Jacob A. Clanton
Jeffrey Richard Cooper
Chance William Criss
Abby Maria Cummings
Tanner John Cyr
Cole D. Daugherty
Emily Elizabeth Davis
Shayla Dawn Derry
Shane D. Diduk
Kendyll Raye Ellis
Camryn Paige Enloe
Braden Thomas Evans
Brian McIntyre Flynn
Marcus Andrew Fox
Paul Aaron Gambardella II
Kylene Morgan Gish
Jonathan Russell Gosz
Karley Ann Grell
Ryan Edward Hackett
Triston Cedric Haggard
Lukas R. Hammack
Johnathon Tyre Hardin
Joshua Robertson Hewlett
Braden Todd Hudgins
Jaxon Douglas Jordan
Kassandra Lynn Kamins
Baylor Kittelson
Grace St. Clair Kittleman

Tony Tien Lai
Cameron Daniel Lamphere
Mia Cassidy Leal
Jacee Marie Lewellen
Matthew Oliver Linehan
Rita Mack
Cindy Maya-Trevizo
Thaddeaus Jacob McClain
Cassidy Grace Meyer
Elizardo Montes
Madelyn Rae Morris
Kiley Elizabeth Naomi
Rasmus Neergaard-Petersen
William Robert Northup
Seth B. Osborne
Hannah Danielle Perry
Easton Lawrence Plagg
Will Politte
Michael Shawn Pratt
Hannah Grace Repplinger
Pierce Scott Rupert
Tyler James Seibert
Kierra Grace Shave
Peyton Madison Smith
Andrew Glenn Stemm
Scott Allen Swiech II
Cooper Garrett Thomason
Hanna Laine Thompson
Gabriel A. Tiefenthaler
William Harrison Tucker
Baylee Rae Washington
Connor L. Wilson
Jacob Daniel Withington
Johnathan J. Wood
Robert Alon Wyckoff
Hunter Lehman Wyrick
Jackson Reese Young
Jason J. Zheng
Hailey Christine Zink

Summer 2023 Candidates

Ian Nathaniel Alvarez
Tobias Alvegran

Sarah Marie Parker
Mitchell J. Seiter

- Economics -

Spring 2023 Candidates

Jackson Bruce Adcox
Joshua Daniel Baker
Samantha Paige Carr
Eli Merrick Crandall

George Drummond Evans
Trevor Ryan Fogleman
Jacob Austin Gray
Sarah Josephine Lindley
Monserrat Lozano  
Michael S. McDonald  
Cristian Jacob Meyer  
Ilya Martin Morrison  
Braiden Christopher Murray  
Connor James Novak  

Tyler James Seibert  
Alyvea Claire Sloan  
Howard J. Thill, Jr.  
Stanton M. Thomas  
Carson J. Trindle  
Bradley Jacob Worsham

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Corbin Jarrett Wilson

• Entrepreneurship •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Malorie Nicole Adams  
Jonathan Hunter Ashby  
William David Bayless IV  
Adam Christopher Bedow  
Cole Everett Birmingham  
Henry D. Bockenfeld  
Kennedy Alicia Butler  
Rachel Brooke Cameron  
Cassidy Arryn Paige Chase  
Mark A. Christy  
Brooke Madison Cohen  
Michael Robert Corona  
Abid Joao Corrujedo  
Alec Andre Estevez  
Hunter Douglas Golden  

Diego A. Guzman  
Jacob Kelly Harrelson  
Kenneth Elliott Ambrose Heyne  
Jake Ray Lazenby  
Alec R. MarcumNoftsge  
Emmitt D. C. Myers  
Tyler Lee Nossaman  
Dillon Fuller Parkhill  
Kyle Joseph Peterson  
Kambry Aris Scott  
Braden Phillips Spicer  
Robert Ryan Standingwater  
Cooper Jackson Thomas  
Elizabeth Jane Webber  
Serissa N. Wolever

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Diego Alberto Wasdin, Sr.  

Ian Pierce Wise

• Finance •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Jackson Bruce Adcox  
Thatcher B. Anderson  
Brady Andrew Argall  
Jalen Xavier Armendariz  
Nicholas Scott Bailey  
Kirstyn R. Banning  
Sydney Anna Beadles  
Adam Christopher Bedow  
Kyle Thomas Bene  
Cole Edward Bergstrom  
Shelden Emerson Berry  
Alexander Philip Boyd  
Kolton John Browning  
Taylor Tran Bui  
Kyle Austin Burns  
Matthew Timothy Burris  
Eduardo Camara  
Cody Robert Carlson  
Mitchell Thomas Clayton  
Eli Merrick Crandall  
Chance William Criss  
Abby Maria Cummings  
Tanner John Cyr  
Cole D. Daugherty  
Nicholas Joseph Deery  
Ivan Plasencia Delgadillo  

Clay Steven Dildine  
John Patrick Donovan  
Parker Neil Eads  
Christian James Echols  
Derek Michael Eckenfels  
Collin Matthew Elias  
Erin Elizabeth Erdoes  
George Drummond Evans  
Christopher Mark Filgas  
Marcus Andrew Fox  
Michelle Dian Fox  
Brett Landon Freeman  
Derek Feliciano Garcia  
Katie Renee Gardner  
Justin Michael Goyer  
Jonathan Carder Gutteridge  
Emily Elizabeth Hairston  
Lukas R. Hammack  
Nicholas Scott Harris  
Beau Tristan Hendrick  
Hannah Elizabeth Heskett  
Ross Allen Hinds  
Kohen Robert Hoeritz  
John Leslie Hofferber II  
Ryan Hunter Jeffries  
Ian Ward Jenkins
Peter Joseph Kierl
John Charles Kilgallon
Ethan Joseph Kirkland
Baylor Kittelson
Grace St. Clair Kittleman
Michael L. Krause
Tony Tien Lai
Mia Cassidy Leal
Landon Ray Leek
Matthew Oliver Linehan
Jackson S. Louderback
Samuel David Lucas
Benjamin L. Lunsford
Shaan Malik
Cody Brian Marks
Cody L. Marler
Grayson Antoneau Mask
Austin Charles Mccallion
Thaddeaus Jacob McClain
Michael S. McDonald
Garrett L. Meldrum
Karsten Blaine Menard
Cassidy Grace Meyer
Nathan Joseph Minnis
Coit Alan Morton
Caroline Nicole Nielson
Seth B. Osborne
Rayne F. Paris
Lance Nathaniel Patterson
Emily Lynne Peck
Tyler Michael Perez
Riley James Poteet
Bryrne Rose Potter
Brady A. Priess
Matthew James Pryor

Brooke LeAnn Puckett
Jacob Pulley
Michael H. Pynn
Luke Robert Rebmann
Collin Ryan Richardson
Kaitlyn Margaret Ricke
Rosella Jo Roberson
Griffin Bryant Rupe
Maxwell Scott Schmucker
Jacob David Schultheis
Tyler James Seibert
DeMargo Stormee Shaw
Collin Ahren Shortt
Bryce D. Siirila
Peile Smith
Andrew David Stafford
Andrew Glenn Stemm
Eric Thomas Strickland
Jace Andrew Taggart
Isaac William Patrick Taylor
Howard J. Thill, Jr.
Stanton M. Thomas
Ryan Rhoads Trostel
Rylee Marie Tucker
Ethan Lee Udriksy
Seth Andrew Villines
Nolan Jarrett Wallin
Stephanie Kaye Waters
Shelby Ann Weymouth
Maxwell Jeffrey Wilkison
Zachary Hayden Wilsie
Connor L. Wilson
Trevor Kight Woodburn
Kellie L. Woodward
Robert Alon Wyckoff

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES
Victoria Marie Beshirs
Drake Ryan Casey
Derek Thomas Dillingham
Ross Michael Griffis
Colter Eugene Morrison
James Charles Pilkington III

Joshua Andrew Salazar
Colby Dale Scott
Nicholas E. Spencer
Madison Bailey Stormont
Nathan Bradley Teel

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES
Jenna Rose Alcott
Kalyn Anderson
Andrew James Bates
Halley Beth Born
Cynthia L. Butler
Isaac Subhash Carlson
Nolan Jakob Caywood
Adriana Elizabeth Cervantes
Michael James Coager
Frederick Cornejo
Drew Alan Cromer
Derek Martin Davis
Holly Anne Dongelewic

William Andrew Enright
Madeline R. Farlow
Joi Fontenot
Bailey N. Fothergill
Gordie Lynn Geymuller
Melissa Mae Goodwin
Cooper William Gorrell
Madison Michelle Goswick
Alexis Kay Hayes
Jonathan Max Henthorn
Steven Erik Hjelm, Jr.
Rushing-lee Maclain Hodges
Ryker James Hughes
Kylee N. Johnston
Chance J. Jones
Curtis Allen Josey
Jude Anne Marie Martinez
Stephen Jeffrey Mulder
Nathaniel Dean Nakvinda
Christina Valentina Pembrook
Zachary Ryan Rethmeyer
Eli J. Riggs
Carter James Robertson
Clorissa Nichol Robinson
Wyatt Allen Schaffitzel
DeMargo Stormee Shaw
Jacob Daniel Staton
Aryanna Marchelle Tapp
Cesar O. Tiscareno, Jr.
Taylor O. Vaden
Kyndra Rhalyn Walker
Mitchell Aaron Weissman
Brooklyn Hanna Whipple
Samantha Brooke White

Summer 2023 Candidates
Taylor Matthew Cook
Jhorleny Coutino
Caleb Aaron Davis
Asa G. J. Donaldson
Jacob Glynn Geer
Kyle Spencer Johnson
Anna Lauren Nall
Riley Elaine Redman
Jarrett R. Sanders
Savannah Brooke Snyder
Makila Nicole Steed
Ava Marie Weber

• Hospitality and Tourism Management •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Madeline Ray Baughman
Daysia Raye Blackwell
Kaitlyn Renee Bledsoe
William Simeon Chudko
Kaiyle Michael Clipp
Sarah Elizabeth Cunningham
Taylor Dawn Doyle
Brooke Elizabeth Egli
Shannon Bliss Fugate
Madison Avery Gooding
Alexandra Victoria Graham
Kaylee A. Grant
Gracie E. Haney
Julia Marie Hanson
Cayden Leigh Jones
Abigail Grace Maust
Cameron Dickey Mutis
Erica Kristen-Ashley Owens
Rebecca S. Pearson
Paige Danielle Peichel
Myah Elizabeth Phillips
Celecia J. Price
Sarah Elizabeth Rodenbach
Drew M. Van Vors
Emma Elizabeth Weaver
Morgan L. Wilson
Kyla Ellis Woodbridge
Michael Chiming Xiong

Summer 2023 Candidates
Mary Ann Crowder
Chloe Kennedy Jung
Jillian Shantel Olguin

• International Business •

Spring 2023 Candidates
Jessica Leigh Angle
Rosalie Sue Boyd
Summer N. Deweese
Mario Echeverria Martinez
Yasmin Flores
Alyssa Martha Fuller
Ava Magdalyyn Haddox
Krystol Laraine Hale
Jessenia Hernandez
Matthew David Hofmann
Isreal Oyakhilome Isuman-Hundley
Taylor Ann Javaheri
James Matthew Joyce
Kathryn Dyan Kepford
Luke Elijah Lout
Monserrat Lozano
Benjamin L. Lunsford
Carley Raeann McCutchan
Jace Andrew Taggart
Victoria Grace Warren
Ella Elizabeth Wilson

Summer 2023 Candidates
Marilyn Jade Hirata Elizondo
Lauren Elizabeth Kohler
Jacob T. Pritchard
• Management •

**Spring 2023 Candidates**

Lucas Montgomery Adcock
Najat N. Al Riyahi
Abby Peyton Allison
Aubree White Anderson
Corbin Tyler Anderson
Matthew Michael Arends
Cameron Allen Arrington
Alina Joy Baldridge
Catherine Nichole Baxter
Dylan Scott Beers
Shelden Emerson Berry
Madeline Keaton Betancourt
Lamont Joseph Bishop
Kaylee Marie Blankenship
Michael Paul Bollig
Griffin Brown
Seth Michael Brown
Blake Thomas Bryant
Ashlyn Bailey Buffington
Madison Brooks Buffington
Kristen Burns
Bo Batis Butler
Jack Westin Cantrell
Braden Cardwell
Madison Ann Carr
Trinity M. Case
Ashton Marie Caulfield
Cade Austin Cavender
Scott Barrett Clark
Kellie Anita Coatney
Spencer Davis Cochran
Hannah Vieira Coleman
Bailey Adam Collins
Abbey Anne Cox
Jacob Marcus Cox
Maxwell Raunul Bertson
Kyle Holbrook Curren
Luke Vincent Dale
Kaitlynn Joy Davison
Kyndra Michelle Dearth
Robert Evan Drum
Wylie Annabelle Dyer
Elizabeth A. Eastburn
Tanner Andrew Easton
Dezerae Edmund
Braxton Mark Edrington
Caleb Jordan Epp
Landry K. Evans
Patricia Marie Felkner
Kristina Jaylin Figueroa
Megan Katherine Fillo
Jacob Tyler Fish
Ryan Patrick Fitzpatrick
Daxton David Fix
Macie Nicole Flenar
Diana Jailene Flores
Lauren Hayley Fuhr

Ellie Kathleen Gilbreath
Emma Leigh Gillinger
Melissa Mae Goodwin
Alexis Breanne Gourley
Laura E. Griffin
Benjamin Patrick Gross
Leif Jacob Gustafson
Megan Nichole Haines
Kenadi Rhea Hamilton
Kaden A. Hamm
Nathaniel Drew Guthrie Harkins
Jacob Kelly Harrelson
Cameron Noah Hebner
Ryan Keith Heeter
Caroline Grace Henry
Mary Jean Hibbitts
Ryan Scott Hofmann
William McAlester Holt
Lara Elizabeth Horinek
Matthew McBride Horrocks
Wesley James Houston
Joshua Ray Hughes
Kaleb M. Hughes
Tyler Layne Hurst
Garrett Joshua Hutchinson
Yeongseo Hwang
Carson Eugene Iven
Bailey Lane James
Benjamin Todd Johnson
Connor Andrew Johnson
Lauren Kate Johnson
Matthew Ryan Johnson
Ryleigh Deon Jones
Jacob Martin Keck
Rylee Elizabeth Keesee
Kathryn Dyan Kepford
Jaden Alexandria Kesterson
Kristian Moussa Khoury
Hope Caroline King
John Ryan King
Daniel Christopher Kingston, Jr.
Abigail Elizabeth Kite
Megan N. Knoernschild
Jacob Evan Knudson
Jonathan Mark Krikau
Griffin Stone Lamb
Matthew Thomas Leali
Christine M. Ledingham
Max William Lewis
Claudette Nicole Lindsay
Alex D. Livingston
Alexandra Lopez
Elizabeth Renee Lovelace
Carter W. Lowe
Lauren Kate Luiskutty
Elizabeth Suzanne Luttrell
Jordan Daniel Lutz
Cassidy A. Maddux
Ashley N. Malone
Alec R. MarcumNoftsge
Theresa Jenice Matlock
Rachel Elizabeth Matthews
Steven Guillard May
Ryburn Brody McCullough
Robert James McGoldrick
Aaron Joong Hyeon McKnight
Katharine Marie Melton
Gage Alan Messner
Micalah Love Millard
Jonathan Jerome Miller
Anna Kate Mitchell
Jordan Jean Mitcho
Cooper S. Mock
Timothy Austin Montpas
Spencer Coury Moore
Alaina Marie Morgan
Jessie Kay Morton
Olivia K. Mowry
Peter Darrin Murphy
Livia Jolie Nelson
James Lyden O’Connell
Grace Irene Pacheco
Emma Rachel Pacyna
Margaret Mae Patterson
K.J. Payton
Kyle Joseph Peterson
Kattie Deanne Peyton
Macy Lynn Pickle
Patricia Angelica Pineda
Brian Patrick Piotrowski
Bailey C. Plaza
Riley William Plunkett
Michael James Polito
Brad C. Pollock
Tylor E. Pond
Ty Niko Quadrelli
Erik Michael Raunikar
Dawson Alexander Reed
Alexis Jean Reid
Stephen Bradley Reniger
Baileigh Paige Repp
Connor Mikel Richardson
Callen Michael Wade Rigney
Matthew James Ring
Maria Alejandra Rivera Miranda
Kevin Patrick Rook

Xavier Alexander Ross
Jocelyn Noemi Rubio
Vivienne Sander
Abbigail Grace Sanford
Ryan Charles Schlittler
Dalton C. Schubert
Brilee Grace Scoggins
Rebecca R. Seaton
Peyton Lynn Sefcik
Claire Marie Shuster
Ethan Dade Sefcik
Averie Bixler Sims
Matthew Joseph Sitar
Ethan Stanley Sizemore
Brett Ashton Smith
Justin Kade Smith
Sadie Marie Smith
Peyt Tie Sosnowski
Jacob Owen Springfield
Robert Ryan Standingwater
Quinton Joe Stewart
Kallie Monique Stockton
Dylan Patrick Struble
Draigan Blaze Sullivan
Annie Ruth Swan
Brendon Robert Tardi
Cooper Thomas Terlip
Cassidy Antoinette Thompson
Wesley Todd Thrasher II
Allison Marie Tipton
Emma Guendaline Trainor
Cortland Reese Travis
Austin Hunter Urbine
Kaden Mitchell Uribe
Caitlyn Leandra Ury
Vivian Renee Vega
Brennan Luke Vickers
Jayden Christopher Villalobos
Preston John Wagner
Jackson Tyger Walters
Matthew Gage Ward
Emma Katherine White
James Richard White
Ashlyn Kate Williams
Jack Tyler Woods
Justin Thomas Worcester
Kaitlin Jo Wright
Dylan Matthew Youngblood

Summer 2023 Candidates
Connor Charles Carroll
Hope Anne Chipman
Rachal A. Courtney
Cade Austin Cummings
Scott Hunter Grim
Rhegan Leigh Ann Halstead
Zachary Rafael Hernandez
Anthony Lee Jimmerson
Garrett Robert Langmer
Tamia Marie Reed
Lanie Grace Rodgers
Dawn M. Rose
Brenna Kay Sieracki

• Management Information Systems •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Jason Robben Allen
Ahmed Ben Ali Amiri, Jr.
Mason James Bayer
Brock Taylor Bennett
Malachi Alexander Burks
Brandon Scott Buxton
Charla Christine Christian
Jennifer D. Cornell
Shelby Nelson Cornish
Matthew David Creed
Ryan Michael Crowe
Christopher Timothy Dart
Samina L. Davis
Robert Austin Dent
Brayden Garrett Edwards
Justin T. Fay
Braxton Gray Filippo
Matthew Nolan Fontenot
Matthew Joseph Fox
Avery E. Fulton
Karsten N. Goodell
Ryan Edward Hackett
Kaden Everett Henn
Rafael Jalal Hocker
Ethan Conner Jackson
Gabriel D. Johnson
Benjamin Lee Kamperman
Bhuvanesh Karani
Michael Steve Keel
Sean C. Kerr
Leon Kien
Seyha Kim

Jordyn Faith Tarrant
Rainey Wade Terrell
Ryder Lane Tuinstra

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES

Jason Brant Hollis

• Marketing •

SPRING 2023 CANDIDATES

Natalie Grace Alcorn
Jacob Moon Alexander
Sierra Michelle Allyn
Landrie D. Alsobrook
Gustavo Yamil Alta Garcia
Aubree White Anderson
Lauren Elizabeth Anderson
Michael Charles Anderson
Jessica Leigh Angle
Ashley M. Arellano Aguilara
Jonathan Hunter Ashby
Madison DeNaye Atwell
Madison Taylor Aug

Clayton Allen Barbour
Dale Norman Barka
Jonathan Radley Bartle
Catherine Nichole Baxter
William David Bayless IV
Carmen Camille Thomas Beasley
Carson Blake Beeler
Dylan Scott Beers
Madeline Keaton Betancourt
Cole Everett Birmingham
Elijah Keith Blalock
Colby John Blatnik
Mellissa Bokesch

Michael Caleb Landtroop
Shyna Kaya Lee
Gunhar Kade Martin
Sydney Elizabeth Mason
Jackson Christopher McElrath
Ashley Michelle Mendoza
Brogan Dora Monroe
Derek Jackson Moore
Felicia Mudjialim
Caleb Scott Murley
Seth Austin Nall
Christopher Ryan Pepek
Devin Ray Pollard
Marshall B. G. Proctor
Wyatt Cook Proctor
Christopher Charles Taylor Pugh
Michael H. Pynn
Rebecca Lyn Ray
Jillian Mary Kate Reynolds
Daniel Valdez Rodriguez
Brennan J. Schlitter
Javier Emanuel Silva
Sierra Rayne Steelman
Gentry Landon Stelle
Dakota Glenn Strawn
Trenton Dean Terrel
Gabriel A. Tiefenthaler
Britney Tran
Nicolas R. Williams
Seth Caleb Willis
Cooper Scott Wright
Jason J. Zheng
Jerred C. Mulkey
Andrea Elizabeth Mehmken  
Odalis Mejia  
Levi Cade Metten  
Micalah Love Millard  
Zachariah L. Miller  
Anna Kate Mitchell  
Molly Lee Mitchell  
Jordan Jean Mitcho  
Cooper S. Mock  
Semajae Ann Modkins  
Hagan Ann Montgomery  
Miriam Lizeth Moran  
Tatelyn Brooke Moran  
Brandon James Moss  
Emmitt D. C. Myers  
Jesse Ben Myers  
Trey Neece  
Nicholas Brian Newton  
Jackson Blake Nickels  
Afnan E M A Nooraldeen  
Makenna Rashea Norris  
Grace Irene Pacheco  
Carly Desanne Pate  
Hailey Maxine Penner  
Chase Merritt Perry  
Maddy Pittman  
Bailey C. Plaza  
Michael James Polito  
Ty Niko Quadrelli  
Kyle Martin Quinn  
Katie Jane Raney  
Caroline Grace Raschen  
Emma Claire Ratcliff  
Emilee Elizabeth Redding  
Devin Wade Reinhardt  
Collin Ryan Richardson  
Kiersten Nicole Riggs  
Mollie Grace Riley  
Pamela Carolyn Roberts  
Aveanna Soleil Ruiz  
Brennan Todd Sanders  
Abbigail Grace Sanford  
Hayden Aubrey Schaum  
Claire Corrine Schmidt  
Aaron Lloyd Scott  
Brittany Nicole Scott  

SUMMER 2023 CANDIDATES  
Cassidy Arryn Paige Chase  
Cameron Seth Daniels  
Tatiyana Nibri Dillard  
Lyndie Dawn Ervin  
Addison Renee Garza  
Zachary Linden Geisler  
Brooks Greenwood  
Scott Hunter Grim  
Jackson Reid Grim  
Rhegan Leigh Ann Halstead  

Kambry Aris Scott  
Rebecca R. Seaton  
Jack C. Sestak  
Grant David Shaw  
Cierra Noelle Shoemaker  
Maya Avery Simpson  
Averie Bixler Sims  
Cassyn Arellana Skidmore  
Brendan Thomas Lee Smith  
Jacob Owen Springfield  
Chandler Kay Stafford  
Dawson Ray Stedman  
Carson Riley Stefanoff  
Gentry Landon Stelle  
Breland L. Steward  
John Robert Stieferman  
Annie Ruth Swan  
Jordan A. Tapia  
Christina Rebecca Taylor  
Cooper Thomas Terlip  
Allison Marie Tipton  
Emma Guendaline Trainor  
Brittney Tran  
Ben Daniel Turvey  
Amanda Brooke Vasher  
Jacek McKane Vernon  
Brennan Luke Vickers  
Hope Elizabeth Vitali  
Tucker Kyle Voyles  
Preston John Wagner  
Jackson Tyger Walters  
Raegan Gentry Waters  
Noah Joseph Waxler  
James Christian Wekenborg  
Emma Katherine White  
James Richard White  
Lexi Breanne White  
Ashlyn Kate Williams  
Alexander Jeffrey Wing  
Serissa N. Wolever  
Dalton Alexander Wolf  
Kiara J. Wood  
Katherine Bailey Wright  
Dylan Matthew Youngblood  
Ryan Richard Yuich  
Nathan Reid Zilmer  

Bailey David James  
Camille Grace Liedel  
Brandon Eugene McCurdy  
Jacob Bernard Neal  
Christopher Evan Nichols  
Austin Dean Schein  
Reid H. Smith  
Jayden Nichole Thomason  
Carleigh R. Williams  
Roberto Alexander Yudice
Bachelor of University Studies

**Spring 2023 Candidates**

Caleb Christian Asberry
Dayson Treandus Beasley
Theresa Leona Brewer
Hanh Thi My Brockett
Tanner Reid Brown
Ioneeyaw Loreenau Casey
Charles Nicholas Chadwick II
Andrew Jacob Clark
Cole Michael Cosman
Billy Flynn
Amy Jean Gunn
Joshua Ray Henderson
Haven Breanne Howle
Forrest Alaina Iraggi

Trinitee Elliona Sharae Jackson
Anthony Lee Jimmerson
Demarco Wayne Jones, Jr.
Alexis Olivia Kilfoyl
Andrew Jacob McAllister
Evan Lake McMillen
Sonya M. Meshquekennock
Olivia Reese Richie
Spencer Todd Ross
Tyler Alexander Self
Sarah Ann Stair
Sally Kimball Stockard
Hope D. Williams
Preston Myers Wood

**Summer 2023 Candidates**

Anna Suzanne Lola Airault
Jared Michael Reid

John-Michael Wright
The list of spring degree candidates was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of graduation. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a spring degree from Oklahoma State University. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Colleges and the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.

**Graduation with Distinction**
The following final grade-point-average distinctions are determined at degree completion and will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>GPA Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summa cum laude</td>
<td>3.90-4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magna cum laude</td>
<td>3.80-3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum laude</td>
<td>3.70-3.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degree Abbreviations:

- **BA** Bachelor of Arts
- **BAR** Bachelor of Architecture
- **BEN** Bachelor of Engineering
- **BFA** Bachelor of Fine Arts
- **BLA** Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
- **BM** Bachelor of Music
- **BPS** Bachelor of Professional Studies
- **BS** Bachelor of Science
- **BSAE** Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
- **BSAG** Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- **BSBA** Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- **BSBE** Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
- **BSCH** Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
- **BSCP** Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
- **BSCV** Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- **BSET** Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- **BSIE** Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management
- **BSME** Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- **BSN** Bachelor of Science in Nursing
- **BUS** Bachelor of University Studies
- **GCRT** Graduate Certificate
- **MA** Master of Arts
- **MAG** Master of Agriculture
- **MAT** Master of Athletic Training
- **MATT** Master of Arts in Teaching
- **MBA** Master of Business Administration
- **MEN** Master of Engineering
- **MFA** Master of Fine Arts
- **MM** Master of Music
- **MPH** Master of Public Health
- **MS** Master of Science
- **MPSM** Professional Science Masters
- **EdS** Specialist in Education
- **EdD** Doctor of Education
- **DFS** Doctor of Forensic Sciences
- **DHCA** Doctor of Healthcare Administration
- **PhD** Doctor of Philosophy
- **DVM** Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Additional Fall 2022 Degree Recipients

OSU fall degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU fall commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the fall commencement book. However, because the fall commencement book goes to print shortly after November 1st, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Varun Ajmani • MS Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jose Daniel Gonzalez Angulo Aldave • MS Quantitative Financial Economics
Ahmadreza Aleaziz • BUS University Studies
Sergei Amirian • MS Health Care Administration
Ugo Nnenna Arua • PHD Chemistry
Amanda Susan Baldwin • MS Educational Psychology
Walil Bunu Balumi • PHD Geology
Taylor C. Beets • BSAG Animal Science
Molly Anne Belden • MS Health Care Administration
Emily Rose Bollom • MS Teaching Learning and Leadership
Chad Eric Brazeel • BS Geospatial Information Science
Noah Elias Anthony Brisendine • BA History
Addisyn Ann Brown • BUS University Studies
Harrison Lanier Bruns • GCRT Sport Communication
Dakota Wayne Burris • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Cyntel J. Campbell • BS Health Education and Promotion
George L. Captain • BSEE Electrical Engineering
Kate A. Carson • MBA Business Administration
Thomas Joseph Clark • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Arlowe Sue Clementine • MA History
Charlie Loren Don Cline • BSAG Animal Science
William Lee Colton • BS Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
William Lee Colton • MS Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Mary E. Cornelsen • BUS University Studies
Kimberly Sue Cotter • BSAG Animal Science
Sally A. McPartland Cox • GCRT Building Level Leadership
Barrett James Danelski • MS Health Care Administration
Brooklyn Rose Darby • BA Psychology
Brooklyn Rose Darby • BA Theatre
Sri Kanth Daruru • MS Management Information Systems
Ian Andrew Davis • BS Sociology
Ritu Dcruz • MS Physics
Kaylee Leeann Donaldson • BSBA Finance
Savannah K. Dry • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Levi-Jon D. Duethman • MS Health Care Administration
Ashley Allen Barrett Edwards • BS Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Ella Hicks England • MS Health Care Administration
Zane Alf Eriksson • MS Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Kimberly Rebecca Estrada • MS Global Health
Osvaldo Estrada • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Smitha Etlapur • GCRT Business Data Mining
Fahim Ferdous Hossain • MEN Electrical Engineering
Elizabeth Morgan Firth • MS Forensic Sciences
Kyle Robert Forsythe • MS Civil Engineering
Willem Pearce Garrison • MS Civil Engineering
Sean Alan Gile • MS Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Alexander Harrison Gray • BUS University Studies
Shanice Renia Gray Ngnadoh • MS Engineering Technology
Adriana Michele Graybeal • GCRT Forensic Psychology
Parker William Griffith • BSBA Accounting
Leslie Nicole Hackler • BS Biology
Leslie Nicole Hackler • BS Secondary Education
Linda Marie Hale • MS Engineering Technology
Michael Edward Hammerschmidt • BS Computer Science
Teresa Gail Hardesty • MS Health Care Administration
Christopher Daryl Eugene Hardy, Jr. • MS Health Care Administration
Aviyonna Lanne Harrison • BS Psychology
Chase Franklin Hass • GCRT Public Health
Peter James Hays • BSBA Marketing
Terry Joseph Head • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Jordan Herl • BUS University Studies
Shannon Lynn Hicks • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Bryan J. Hook • BS Mathematics
Jordan Michael Hooker • BSAG Animal Science
Bryce W. Hulse I • BA Multidisciplinary Studies
Kolton Hunter Hurst • BSBA Management
Matthew Christopher Idleman • BUS University Studies
Jacob Morris Ivy • BS Biology
Angela Denise Jackson • BUS University Studies
Austin Wayne Jackson • MAG General Agriculture
Matthew Ryan Johnson • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Nicholas Austin Johnson • MS Geology
Evan Aaron Jones • BS Political Science
Jameson Levi Jones • BS Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Noah Gabriel Jones • MS Forensic Sciences
Puja KC • MS Health Care Administration
Tammy Michele Kelln • BUS University Studies
Joshua Cain King • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Kamry LaShay Lafayette • MPH Public Health
Asma Lama Tamang • MS Civil Engineering
Zachary Tyler Legg • BSBA Marketing
Lexus Ann Lemburg • BSAG Agribusiness
Michael David Lemley • BUS University Studies
Cailyn J. Lenfestey • BSBA General Business
Hanguang Li • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Gabriela Michelle Lopez Gonzalez • BSBA International Business
Peter Ellis Loree • MS Geology
Robert Lewis Lucas • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Midhun Madhu Snehalatha • MS Quantitative Finance
Diako Mahmodi • PHD Chemical Engineering
Abdalrahman Khaled Mansy • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Amaris Yvonne Maydon • MS Educational Psychology
Whitney Mariah McLemore • BS Applied Exercise Science
James Drake Michaels • BSAG Entomology
Charles Robert Miller • BSCP Computer Engineering
Charles Robert Miller • BSEE Electrical Engineering
Kyle Thomas Miller • MS Aviation and Space
Anthony Alexis Morales • BS Biology
Madeline Grace Morse • BSBA Accounting
Joe A. Mullen • BSBA Management
Laina Nelson • MS Educational Psychology
Merredith Danielle Newman • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Minelly Nunez • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kimberly E. Ojeda • BSBA International Business
Megan Kristine O’Neal • GCRT Facilitating Career Development
Annette Jasmine Ortiz • GCRT Forensic Investigative Sciences
Dixitkumar B. Patel • MBA Business Administration
Preston Alan Peters • BSBA Finance
Jason Lee Poore • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Nicky Norman Prendergast • BSBA Management
Brady L. Prince • BSCP Computer Engineering
Calli Madison Provenza • MS Geology
Kimberly Renae Pugh • GCRT Building Level Leadership
Amir Pourhakim Rezaei • MBA Business Administration
Rachel N. Ritter • MS Teaching Learning and Leadership
Taryn Nicole Roberts • GCRT Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Gregory Franklin Rock • BSBA Hospitality and Tourism Management
Carmen Rosario Silverio • MS Health Care Administration
Elizabeth Maria Rubio • MS Teaching Learning and Leadership
Anna Rae Sands • MS Counseling
Kelly Gayle Sharry • MS Health Care Administration
Kumar Shrestha • GCRT Bioinformatics
Traci Christine Sisney • MS Health Care Administration
Maggie Lee Sowell • GCRT Non-Profit Management
Madison M. Spitler • BSAG Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Melissa Ann Sturgeon • GCRT Building Level Leadership
Horace Aristede Surratt IV • BS Music Industry
Ashley D. Sylvester • GCRT Online Teaching
Matthew Rehfeld Tantau • GCRT Workforce and Adult Education
Haley Virginia Tarkington • MS Health Care Administration
Clayton Dewayne Taylor • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Nicholas Alexander Tchan • MS International Agriculture
Anoj Jung Thapa • MS Health Care Administration
Carrie Thomas • MS Health Care Administration
James Varick • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms and Toolmarks Investigation
Justine Danielle Velez • MPH Public Health
Levi Austell Weaver • BSET Electrical Engineering Technology
Hope Danielle Weber • GCRT Non-Profit Management
Kasey Ann Williams • BSAG Animal Science
Timothy Williams • MBA Business Administration
Kathleen Amber Wofford • BS Nursing: RN to BSN
Grace Marie Wolf • GCRT Non-Profit Management
Biancca Jamellia Wright • BUS University Studies
Rhiannon Nichole Wyma • MS Plant and Soil Sciences
Xingjie Xu • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Kyle D. Young • MS Aviation and Space
Thomas A. Zacher • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
William Scott Zillion • MS Health Care Administration
The robes, hats and hoods worn by faculty members and graduates as they march into the commencement hall, and even the different colors you see on them, have historical origins and significance.

During the Middle Ages, scholars at the earliest English and European universities wore wool or fur garments to stay warm in the drafty, stone buildings that were poorly heated. Most of the scholars were also monks or priests, and as such had the hair shaved from the crowns of their heads in the distinctive clerical tonsure. Most wore cloaks that included a hood that could be pulled up to keep their heads warm. The academic gowns and hoods were adapted from both secular and clerical garments of the time, and the hood was chosen by the early scholars to indicate by color, trim or binding the degree held by the wearer.

The style of academic dress most frequently worn in the United States dates back to colonial times, although it was not formally adopted until near the end of the 19th Century, when it was chosen as appropriate attire by the Intercollegiate Commission during a meeting in New York. It has remained the general standard in America since, although some variations occur at individual institutions. In the United States, black is the traditional color for academic gowns, although some institutions allow holders of doctoral degrees to wear robes in the university’s colors.

The sleeves of the robes vary, depending on the degree held by the wearer. The bachelor’s robe has long, pointed sleeves. The master’s robe has sleeves that are oblong and closed at the ends, with slits through which the arms may be extended. The doctoral robe has a full sleeve with a velvet facing on the front and at the neck, and three velvet bars on each sleeve. The velvet may be black or of a color that symbolizes the degree held by the wearer.

The head covering most commonly used in the United States is the square, tasseled “mortarboard.” Some American universities, however, use berets, and in other countries a variety of styles of head coverings is worn with academic regalia. The tassel is usually black and is worn over the left front quarter of the mortarboard. Holders of doctoral degrees may wear gold tassels.

The hood is the most distinctive feature of American academic dress, which through color and design may indicate the wearer’s degree and the institution at which that degree was earned. Hoods are lined with the colors of the institution that awards the degree, and may be faced with the color designating the degree awarded. Hoods vary in length. The bachelor’s hood is about three feet long, the master’s slightly longer and the doctoral version is longer still and is decorated with broad color panels.

The colors of Oklahoma State University are embodied in the lining of the hood (orange and black chevron). The colors of the hoods of faculty and guests are those of the institution conferring the degree. In addition to the academic regalia described above, some students wear cords, sashes, ribbons, and other symbols of heritage or achievement in academics, service, and leadership.
Candidates for advanced or professional degrees wear hoods symbolic of the degree. The color of the trim of the hood and the sleeve chevrons and panels of the academic gown are distinctive of the degree as follows:

**Doctoral Degree**
- Doctor of Philosophy
- Doctor of Business Administration
- Doctor of Education
- Doctor of Forensic Science
- Doctor of Health Science
- Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

**Trim Colors**
- Royal Blue
- Drab/Tan
- Light Blue
- Golden Yellow
- Sage Green
- Steel Gray

**Master’s and Specialist Degrees**
- Architecture
- Arts, Humanities, Sociology
- Athletic Training
- Business (except Economics)
- Communication Sciences
- Economics
- Education
- Engineering
- Fine Arts
- Global Studies
- Health Care/Human Performance
- Human Sciences/Design, Housing, Merchandising
- Music
- Philosophy/Political Science
- Physician Assistant
- Public Health
- Science, Mathematics, Statistics
- Social Science
- Strategic Communication
- Veterinary/Comparative Biomedical Sciences

**Hood Facing Color**
- Purple
- White
- Sage Green
- Drab/Tan
- Silver
- Copper
- Light Blue
- Orange
- Brown
- Peacock Blue
- Sage Green
- Maroon
- Pink
- Deep Blue
- Kelly Green
- Salmon Pink
- Golden Yellow
- Citron
- Crimson
- Gray

**Honors Degrees**
- Bachelor of Architecture
- Bachelor of Arts
- Bachelor of Engineering
- Bachelor Fine Arts
- Bachelor of Music
- Bachelor of Science
- Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

**Hood Facing Color**
- Purple
- White
- Orange
- Brown
- Pink
- Golden Yellow
- Maize/Light Yellow
- Drab/Tan
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

Rita Gearhart Peaster, University Registrar, Chair
Daniel Alexander, Facilities Management
Lory Ferguson, Graduate College
Coleman Hickman, Spears School of Business
Amy Martindale, College of Arts and Sciences
Lance Millis, College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
Jerry Petre, Environmental Health Sciences
Kristi Thrift Seuhs, College of Education and Human Sciences
Mary Smith, Office of the President
Deb VanOverbeke, Ferguson College of Agriculture
Melissa Willis, College of Veterinary Medicine

Whether you’re a new graduate or a proud family member, the OSU Alumni Association’s Orange Connection app has great resources for celebrating this momentous occasion! Download it now at okla.st/app or by scanning the QR code.

Genesee Photo Systems is the official photographer of the Oklahoma State University Commencement ceremonies. Graduates and guests may view today’s graduation photos at www.geneseephoto.com or by scanning the QR code.
OSU Graduation 1930
Oklahoma State University, in compliance with Title VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Order 11246 as amended, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Higher Education Act), the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and other federal and state laws and regulations, does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, genetic information, sex, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, disability, or status as a veteran, in any of its policies, practices or procedures. This provision includes, but is not limited to admissions, employment, financial aid, and educational services. The Director of Equal Opportunity, 408 Whitehurst, OSU, Stillwater, OK 74078-1035; Phone 405-744-5371; email: eeo@okstate.edu has been designated to handle inquiries regarding non-discrimination policies. Any person (student, faculty, or staff) who believes that discriminatory practices have been engaged in based on gender may discuss his or her concerns and file informal or formal complaints of possible violations of Title IX with OSU’s Title IX Coordinator 405-744-9154.
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